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Chapter One
THE FAYREST MANNOR IN EUROPE

I
high road from London, to Westminster,

commonly called the Strand/ was not much like

a high road when those words were written in

the days of the Plantagenets. From Ludgate to

the precincts of the Abbey it was a bridle track which,

sometimes lost itself in thickets and often involved cross-

ing the numerous small streams that flowed from the

heights north of London into the Thames. The name ofone
of them at least has been preserved in Ivy Bridge, which
in the words of Stow 'parted the Liberty of the Duchy [of

Lancaster] and the City of Westminster* , and the course of

another is identified today in the 'Roman' bath in the

Strand which may still be visited. Of the Liberty of the

Duchy of Lancaster, the bounds of which are still beaten

today, more presently.
When Henry HI, the master-builder of England, was in

his prime in 1246 he presented to Peter, Count of Savoy,
the uncle of his wife, Eleanor of Provence, and the brother

of Boniface, the Archbishop of Canterbury, a site between

London and Westminster from *in vico vocato le Straunde*

where it slopes sharply to the river.
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Here Peter of Savoy began to build his great palace, and

here he gave a name to a piece of London that will survive

as long as London itself survives. The rent for the 'fayrest

Mannor in Europe' was not excessive. Peter of Savoy,
who had been created Earl of Richmond, was called upon
to 'yield yearly at the Exchequer three barbed arrows for

all services'. Of course, the English grumbled at so much
favour being shown to a foreigner: that grumble is con-

stant in English history. It probably started with the

Saxon prejudice against the Norman conqueror. In spite
of it no nation has known better how to get the best out

of its foreigners, and the only time they surrendered to

the rule of a pure-blooded Englishman in the person of

Oliver Cromwell they soon wrote off the experiment as

a gloomy failure.

Peter of Savoy, a civilized, strong and attractive charac-

ter, started a tradition of entertainment and hospitality
which has endured through the centuries. His palace must
have been a jolly place when he brought over from France

a number of beautiful young foreign women ofnoble birth

whom he married off to eligible young English noblemen,
some ofwhom were his wards. Nevertheless, the English
barons resented him, and although Peter of Savoy never
tried to take undue advantage of the political power he

enjoyed, and though he tried to remain friends with the

King and Simon de Montfort, he finally stood by the King,
with the result that he had to leave England. The barons
seized all his lands : Simon de Montfort himself occupied
the Palace of Savoy for a few months, and set out from
there to Evesham. After the battle Peter's lands were

10
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XH engraving published in 1750 of the Palace of the Savoy

as it may have looked in the previous century.
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A building project about 1750 on land let by the Marquis of Worcester

who had built Beaufort House on the Savoy site.
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restored to him, but he did not come back to live in his

palace, which he bequeathed to the Hospice of the Great

St. Bernard in Savoy when he died in 1268.

Queen Eleanor bought it from the brethren two years
later for 300 marks and gave it to her youngest son Edmund
Crouchback, Earl of Lancaster. The gift was confirmed by
Edmund's elder brother, King Edward I, and 'from that

time the Savoy was reported and taken as parcel of the

Earldom and honour of Lancaster'.

Henry of Lancaster, the grandson of Edmund, rebuilt

the palace *in great splendour' with the booty from the

campaign in Gascony that finished with the victory of

Crecy in 1346. When Henry died his estates were divided

between his two co-heiresses, one of whom married

John of Gaunt, who became Duke of Lancaster. On his

son ascending the throne as Henry IV, the Duchy of

Lancaster became merged in the Crown, and to this day
the precincts of the Savoy are a Liberty of the Duchy of

Lancaster.

When John de Valois was taken prisoner at Poictiers

in 13^6, he was lodged at first in Henry of Lancaster's

Savoy palace, being treated with the highest consideration.

The French King's ride through London on a white steed

handsomely caparisoned while the Black Prince, his cap-

tor, rode beside him on a small black palfrey is a notable

example of what war could be in the days of chivalry.

On All Hallows' Eve in 1360 hostages for the King of

France arrived in England, and John crossed the Channel

to Boulogne. Three years later, in December 1363, John
de Valois of his own accord returned to England to fulfil
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what he felt was a debt of honour owed by his son the

Duke of Anjou, who had broken his parole in Calais as a

hostage and escaped to Paris.

John of Gaunt, the new owner of the Savoy Palace,
lent it to the King of France for his entertainment, and the

citizens of London 'welcomed him with much reverence',

says Froissart,
cand attended him with large bands of

minstrels into the Palace of Savoy
'

. We can without ex-

travagance salute those minstrels as precursors of Debroy
Somers and Carroll Gibbons in doublet and hose.

'The King passed three parts of the winter very gaily
with his countrymen. The King of England visited him
often

;
as di<l his children the Duke of Clarence, the Duke

of Lancaster, and the Lord Edmund. There were several

times great feastings between them, in dinners, suppers
and other entertainments at this hotel of the Savoy.'
Hotel of the Savoy 1

Froissart does not mention of what malady the amiable

King of France died at the Savoy in the following April.

Perhaps he caught a fatal chill on one of his visits to

King Edward III at the palace of Westminster 'whither
he went in a private manner, whenever he chose it, by
means of the river Thames'.

In June 1 374 John of Gaunt granted to Geoffrey Chaucer
10 a year for life, to be paid him at the manor of Savoy,

in consideration of the good service which he and his
wife Philippa had rendered to the Duke of Lancaster, to
his consort and to his mother the Queen. It is a plausible
and pleasant fancy that Chaucer wrote some of his poems
at the Savoy, but positive evidence is lacking. Neverthe-

16
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less, the presence that graced with humour and humanity
the gathering of the Canterbury Pilgrims at the Tabard
Inn nearly six centuries ago may be fancied in ghostly
attendance at the gatherings of other Pilgrims in this

contemporary Savoy.
In 1377 the Savoy might have been pillaged and perhaps

demolished by the citizens of London when, inflamed by
the rumour that John of Gaunt was planning to abolish

their Lord Mayor and replace him with the newly ap-

pointed Marshal, Lord Henry Percy, they set out in a

riotous body for the Duke of Lancaster's palace; the

danger was averted by the Bishop ofLondon, who managed
to quell the tumult. However, the Savoy was soon more

seriously threatened during the unhappy, confused years at

the beginning of Richard ITs reign.
In June 1381, during the temporary anarchy in the city

caused by Wat Tyler's insurrection, the mob *for the

malice which they bore to John of Gaunt and his princi-

pals' attacked the Savoy Palace. The leaders gave orders

that 'none, on pain to lose his head, should convert to

his own use anything that there was, but that they should

break such plate and vessel of gold and silver as was found

in that house (which was in great plenty) into small

pieces and throw the same into the River Thames.

Precious stones they should bruise in mortars, that the

same might be to no use, and so it was done by them. One
of their companions they burned in the fire, because he

minded to have reserved one goodly piece of plate. They
found there certain barrels of gunpowder, which they

thought had been gold or silver, and, throwing them into
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the fire more suddenly than they thought, the Hall was

blown up, the houses destroyed, and themselves very

hardly escaped away.
*

Not all were so lucky. Thirty-two of the rebels, who
had failed to obey orders, were killed indirectly by the

explosion. They had 'entered a cellar of the Savoy, where

they drank so much of sweet wines, that they were not

able to come out in time, but were shut in with wood
and stones, that rolled up the doors, where they were
heard crying and calling seven days after, but none came
to help them out until they were dead' .

The diverse effects on the English through the centuries

of their passion for sweet wines await the examination of

some curious historian. The Scots were warmed mainly

by claret and brandy, the English mainly by malmsey,

canary sack, malaga, madeira, port and gin. An anonymous
epigrammist wrote:

Firm and erect the Caledonian stood;

Sound was his mutton, and his claret good.
'Let him drink port/ the English statesman cried.

He drank the poison and his spirit died.

From 1381, during a century and a quarter, the Savoy
was a ruin. In due course when Henry VII seized the throne
the Savoy reverted to the Crown and was rebuilt by him
and dedicated to St. John in 1509 as a hospital for a

hundred poor people. In spite of a report made by the

Royal Commissioners in the fifth year of Edward VI that

there was cno default and no disorder to be found among
the inmates' the hospital was dissolved two years later

and its revenues seized by the Crown. It was refounded

18
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and re-endowed by Queen Mary soon after her accession

when c

the ladies of the court and maids of honour . . .

stored it anew with beds, bedding and other furniture in

a very ample manner* .

Under Elizabeth the hospital fared ill when its master

'embezzled its revenues exceedingly, and sold away diverse

chantries belonging to it' .

The Liberty of the Duchy of Lancaster was regarded as

'some security to the Court' in time of plague, and it was
entrusted to the care of bailiffs charged to ward it off,

I*1 *S77* when the plague was in the city and the Court had

removed to Windsor in consequence, the Earl of Leicester

appointed a bailiff to keep the district closed against infec-

tion, with the threat to pluck his coat from his back if he
failed to do his duty. Constables, like air-raid wardens one

day, were 'passing constantly ... to see the houses shut

in'. How astonished they would have been to be told

that ratcatchers would have been more useful!

In 16^8 the Confession of Faith by the Independents
was drawn up at the Savoy a few weeks after the death of

Oliver Cromwell, but a more influential gathering was
held in 1661 when Charles II ordered the assemblies of

the Commissioners for the Revision of the Liturgy to

muster here. Twelve bishops and nine nonconformist

ministers took part in the Savoy Conference, the result

of which was a victory for the sacramental view of the

Prayer Book, to be enforced in due course by the Act of

Uniformity.
In the reign of James II the Jesuits opened schools in the

Savoy in which were to be taught Greek and Latin poetry

19
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and rhetoric. And whether Catholics or Protestants

came to these schools, in teaching no distinction was to

be made, yet all 'to be taught with equal dilligence and

care ;
and neither by masters or scholars any tampering or

meddling to persuade any one for the profession of his own

religion'. However, when William of Orange displaced

James II these schools were at once dissolved, and the new

King installed many families of indigent French Protestants,

whose attempt to earn a living by trade and manufacture

was a grievance to the tradesmen of London.

During the eighteenth century the decay of the Savoy
from its former grandeur steadily progressed. At the begin-

ning of the reign of Queen Anne the hospital was finally

dissolved and the chaplains deprived of their offices.

Accounts of the property were immediately taken on the

part of the Crown, to which from that time it belonged,
and the improved value of the rents was estimated at

2,4.97 js. 6d.

An engraving of the ruins of the Savoy in 171 1 shows
it looking like the Gothic ruins of some abbey cluttered

with squalid sheds. Strype, writing in 17 $s, describes the

existing state of the Savoy thus :

"This Savoy House is very great, and at the present a

very ruinous building. In the midst of its buildings is a

very spacious hall, the walls three feet broad at least, of

stone without and brick and stone inward. The ceiling is

very curiously built with wood and having . . . images of

angels holding before their breasts coats of arms. . . .

It is covered with lead, but in divers places perished,
where it lies open to the weather. This large hall is now

20
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divided into several large apartments. A cooper hath a

part of it for the stowing of his hoops for his work ; other

parts of it serve as two marshalseas for keeping prisoners
as deserters, men pressed for military service, Dutch

recruits, etc. . . .

'In the Savoy, of how ruinous soever it is, are divers

good houses. First, the King's printing press, for proclama-
tions, Acts of Parliament, gazettes, and suchlike public

papers ; next, a prison ; thirdly, a parish church and three

or four other churches and places for religious assemblies,

viz: for Dutch, for High Germans, and Lutherans, and,

lastly, for Protestant Dissenters and Quakers. Here are

also harbours for many refugees and poor people/
The Savoy always seems to have been an international

centre. The London Spy, published in 172^, says that the

Savoy is the headquarters of the 'Worshipful Company
of Upholders', by which the writer means undertakers,
and he adds a graduated scale of fees paid by them to the

servants of families of quality for prompt information

about deaths, actual or approaching, of their employers.
A ground plan of the Savoy in 1736 shows the part

between the Savoy Chapel and the river as a prison,
between which and the Lutheran Church are 'barracks'

and 'gardens'. The latter were used as a Lutheran ceme-

tery. Nearer still to the river, to which there was access

by a water-gate, is the Chapel of the German Calvinists.

To the east is the old hospital of St. John used as barracks

and divided from the Lutheran Church by some 'officers*

houses' and 'the Friary'. Between this and the Strand are

some gardens and two houses, the one occupied by 'Nutt,

21
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the printer* and the other marked '

Valiant, bookseller, his

warehouse'. There is also a small close called 'Green Tree

Court' and some dwellings marked as 'Dutchy Houses'.

Prints of the Savoy in 1793 and 1798 show a few of the

walls of the Hospital of St. John the Baptist still erect, and

the prison with a fine Perpendicular doorway with the

oriel window above it. At the beginning of the nineteenth

century a considerable portion of the old Savoy was still

standing until it was finally demolished to form the

approach to Waterloo Bridge.

During the first half of the nineteenth century the site

of the old palace along ,the river was occupied by coal-

wharves, and even after the Embankment was made and

the present gardens were laid out coal-sheds remained for

many years.
The 'Chapel of St. Mary in the Hospital of St. John

the Baptist in the Savoy
9

dates from the early years of the

fifteenth century. The interior was burnt in 1860 but

restored at the cost of Queen Victoria under the not-too-

happy supervision of Sydney Smirke. The Chapel shared

in the disrepute that the eighteenth century brought to

the Savoy when the Reverend John Wilkinson for one

guinea married couples 'with the utmost privacy, decency
and regularity

5

, which, in fact, meant the utmost haste,
second only to that of the notorious Fleet marriages.

George HI constituted the Savoy Chapel as a Chapel
Royal in 1773. This privilege was taken away in 1924,
but in October 1939 his late Majesty King George VI
made it the Chapel of the Royal Victorian Order and
restored its prerogative.

22
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v/m of the Thames reachfrom Somerset House to Westminster, 1750,
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The Savoy Chapel and Palace, 1807.

St. John the Baptist Chapel, Savoy, 1830.

OPPOSITE : An engraving ofa corner of the Savoyf 1815.
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An Ackerman print shoving part of the ruins of the Savoy in 1816.
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Beyond the Savoy once stood Worcester House, the

town mansion of the Earls of "Worcester, and previously
the residence of the Bishops of Carlisle, with gardens

extending to the river. In these gardens was a mighty
walnut tree which interfered with the view from Salisbury

House, the mansion of the Cecils. Lord Salisbury's agent
offered Lord Worcester's gardener 100 if he would per-
suade his lordship to have it cut down. Lord Worcester, on

being told of this offer, bade his gardener cut down the

tree and take the 100. Lord Salisbury was delighted, but
less delighted when Lord Worcester, 'there being no great

kindship between the two earls', caused to be built in

the place of the walnut tree a large house of brick which
took away all his prospect. This house was burnt down in

Worcester House itself was rented by the Earl of

Clarendon at ^oo a year while he was building his great
mansion in Piccadilly, and it was here that at midnight
on September 3rd, 1660, Anne Hyde, his daughter, was

secretly married to the Duke of York, the King's brother,
to become the mother of Queen Mary If and Queen
Anne.
When the Marquess of Worcester was created Duke of

Beaufort in 1682 die Duke built Beaufort House in Chelsea,
and the site of Beaufort House in the Strand, burnt down in

1695, was sold to the builders, who put up Beaufort Build-

ings, which was a combination of residential street and

workshops.

Henry Fielding lived here for a time, and the charm of

this old London street is preserved in the pleasant water-

27
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colour that hangs in the Savoy Hotel. Beaufort Buildings
is now replaced by Savoy Court, the private entrance for

the hotel and the theatre, and the only road in Great

Britain over which traffic travels on the right and not the

left.

28



Chapter Two
THE WORLD OF D'OYLY CARTE

IN

1844 in Greek Street, Soho, there was born to

Richard Carte, a well-known flautist and a partner
in the firm of Rudall, Carte & Co., of Berners Street,

army musical-instxinnent makers, his eldest son,

Richard D'Oyly Carte. His mother was the daughter of

the Rev. Thomas Jones of the Chapel Royal, Savoy. In 186 1

Richard matriculated at London University after four years
at University College and was taken into his father's busi-

ness. Musical himself, he composed several operettas,
one of which, Marie, was produced at the Opera Comique
in 1871 ,

the same year as saw the production of Thespis by
W. S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan at the Gaiety Theatre.

Gilbert and Sullivan had recently been introduced to one

another by Frederick Clay. Richard. D'Oyly Carte had left

his father's business the previous year and set up for him-

self as a concert agent in Craig Court.

Successful though the agency was, D'Oyly Carte became

more and more deeply interested in theatrical management,
and in 187^ he was acting in that capacity at the Royalty
Theatre for Madame Selina Dolaro when Frederick

Sullivan brought him a new comic opera that his brother

and W. S. Gilbert had written. Mr. D'Oyly Carte was
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delighted with it, and on March 2 th, 187,5-, Trial byJury
was produced at the Royalty Theatre, Soho, Frederick

Sullivan himself playing the Judge. The piece was a

brilliant success, and D'Oyly Carte, with the imagination
of the great impresario he was, divined the potentiality
of the new collaboration and set his wits to the problem.
At this date Gilbert was thirty-eight, Sullivan was within

a few weeks of thirty-three, the impresario within a few
weeks of thirty-one.

D'Oyly Carte set out to form a small syndicate of music

publishers and personal acquaintances with money; two

years later the Comedy Opera Company Limited, of

which D'Oyly Carte was the Managing Director, obtained

a lease of the Opera Comique theatre for the production
of other operas by Gilbert and Sullivan. At this little

theatre, the evening of November ijth, 1877, saw the

first presentation of The Sorcerer and the first appearance
on the stage of George Grossmith, whom D'Oyly Carte

had lured from drawing-room entertainment to play the

part of John Wellington Wells. The Sorcerer ran for 175-

nights, but it was H.MS. Pinafore, produced on May 2th,
1878, that set the seal of true success on the collaboration

ofGilbert and Sullivan. H.M.S. Pinafore sailed for 700 nights,

although the voyage was sometimes stormy. During D' Oyly
Carte's absence in America, where he was trying to cope
with the question of copyright in the United States, the

directors of the syndicate quarrelled, and there was even
an attempt to close the theatre in the middle of a per-
formance and remove the scenery. At the end of the run
of H.M.S. Pinafore the syndicate was dissolved, and D'Oyly
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Carte became the manager with Gilbert and Sullivan as

his partners.
On April 3rd, 1880, The Pirates ofPenzance was produced

by the new partners, and on April 23rd, in the following

year, Patience succeeded it.

By now Gilbert and Sullivan operas presented by
D'Oyly Carte with an infallible sense of fitness in casting
and direction had become part of the national life, and
the Opera Comique was too small a theatre for the public

response. The profits of the triumvirate touched 60,000
a year less 1,5-00 for income-tax, the burden of which
on the taxpayer Mr. Gladstone had not seen his way to

lighten in the Budget for 1 8 8 1 .

So D'Oyly Carte, who had been able to secure a plot
of land within the precincts of what was once the Savoy
Palace, invested some of his gains in building the Savoy
Theatre. This was a site as near as possible to the Strand

that seemed the ideal position for a theatre.

When Patience was transferred from the Opera Comique
to open the new theatre on October loth, 1881, that new
theatre was in the heart of Theatreland. When the Savoy
Theatre opened, the only theatres in the West End at any
distance from the vicinity of the Strand were the Hay-
market, the St. James's, the Criterion, the Princess's in

Oxford Street, called after Queen Victoria before she

came to the throne, the Royalty, the Scala (still the Prince

of Wales 's at that date and on the edge of closing for

nearly twenty-five years), and in the theatrical wilds of

the Belgravian frontier the Court Theatre. The Comedy
Theatre was opened five days after the Savoy.
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What a change in the habits of theatres the Savoy
initiated! The old Opera Comique was a death-trap. It

had probably been erected with an eye to heavy compensa-
tion when the district was replanned, following up the

clearance of ancient streets and alleys made by the building
of the Law Courts. The Opera Comique had three en-

trances, from the Strand, from Wych Street, and from

the hoary and disreputable Holywell Street; but each of

these entrances was a long narrow tunnel leading down in-

to the draughtiest auditorium in London. Fortunately there

was never a fire: it would have been a holocaust. The

Opera Comique's only merit was its decorative scheme,
which was, as I remember, powder-blue and gold: no
doubt D'Oyly Carte was responsible for this. Incidentally,

D'Oyly Carte had written die music for the unsuccessful

musical play with which the Opera Comique opened in

1870.
The principal innovations for which D'Oyly Carte was

responsible at the Savoy were electric lighting, free pro-

grammes, no cloakroom fees, a quilted silk curtain instead

of the painted drop curtain, and the institution of a

queue for the crowds waiting for admission to the pit
and gallery.
The Savoy Theatre was not merely the first theatre but

the first public building in the world to be lighted by
electricity. Four years earlier, the exterior of the Gaiety
Theatre had been illuminated by electric light, and one

may suppose that D'Oyly Carte, passing the old Gaiety on
his way to the Opera Comique, determined to initiate the

greatest revolution in theatrical lighting since the manage-
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ment of Covent Garden nervously installed gas in the year
of Waterloo.

D'Oyly Carte himself was a little nervous about his

experiment, which he described in a printed leaflet cir-

culated on the opening night as 'an experiment which

may succeed or faiP, and he appeared in front of his

quilted silk curtain before it was raised on the opening
scene of Patience with a live electric bulb in his hand
which he smashed in front of the audience to demonstrate

that there was no risk of fire from such an accident.

The new theatre was a complete success. Patience ran

for over another year and was followed by lolanthe (Novem-
ber 1882) and Princess Ida (January 1884). Then on March

i4th, 1885*, came The Mikado, which ran for nearly two

years. Ruddigore (January 1887) was not so successful,

though it ran for 300 nights before it was displaced by a

revival of H.M. S. Pinafore.

People were upset by the title Ruddigore. I can remember

hearing my old nurse discuss with another old woman
the shock the word had been to polite sensibilities and

my expressing a strong desire to see this shocking opera.
But I had to wait till The Yeomen of the Guard (produced
October 3rd, 1888) for my first Gilbert and Sullivan

opera, and when I did see it my maddening old nurse

insisted on leaving the theatre before the end of the per-

formance, and I do not know to this day whether Courtice

Pounds as Colonel Fairfax -was executed or not. The Yeomen

ofthe Guard was followed by The Gondoliers, which ran from
October 1889 to June 189 1. Then Gilbert quarrelled with

D'Oyly Carte about the cost of a theatre carpet and went
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on to quarrel with Sullivan because he thought the latter

had taken the side of D'Oyly Carte in the dispute. The

triple disagreement was made up in the autumn of 1893
when Utopia Limited by Gilbert and Sullivan was produced
at the Savoy Theatre, but neither that nor The Grand

Duke in 1896 was a genuine success, and after them Gilbert

and Sullivan worked no more together.

Meanwhile, Sullivan had been associated with D'Oyly
Carte in two other enterprises, one of which was an

enduring triumph, the other a magnificent failure. The
latter was the building of the splendid Royal English

Opera House in Cambridge Circus which was to be devoted
to English grand operas. Here on January sist, 1891,
Sullivan's opera Ivanhoe "was produced. Nothing was

wanting that D'Oyly Carte himself could provide. The

singers were the best that could be found, the orchestra

was excellent, and the mounting lavish. Ivanhoe ran for

six months, but the financial loss was heavy. When it was
taken off no English composer had been able to provide a

successor. In the following year the Royal English Opera
House was sold to Sir Augustus Harris and a syndicate, by
whom it was opened as the Palace Theatre of Varieties

in December 1892.
So much for the magnificent failure, but the story has

now to be told of the enduring success the Savoy Hotel.
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Chapter Three
THE NEW HOTEL

DJRING

his visit to the United States D'Oyly
Carte's fancy had been caught by the higher
standard of comfort in the best New York
hotels compared with what was then offered

to their guests by the best hotels in London, and he
conceived the idea of providing for London the perfect
hotel. This was a formidable ambition to gratify in the

mid-eighties of the last century when England was stuffed

with a complacency about herself of which the outward

expression was the bustle.

It was in 1884 during the run of Princess Ida that D'Oyly
Carte took a group of friends to look at the site he pro-

posed for the new hotel. It was dreary enough, this derelict

plot of land, some of which once upon a time had been
covered by the old Savoy Palace. Yet however dreary it

looked there was always that view of the Thames, that

magical view which had enchanted so many a Londoner.

Topham Beauclerk, the friend of Dr. Johnson, had once
been found leaning against the railings of Adelphi Terrace

and reflecting upon the sadness of having one day in the

inexorable course of nature to be deprived of that view
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for ever more. Alas and alas, Adelphi Terrace has now been

destroyed with a ruthlessness that the German hombers

might have envied. We may be grateful to D'Oyly Carte's

vision that a huge concrete cheese of industry does not

obscure and insult that magical view where today the

genial windows of the Savoy Hotel still regard it.

Both Gilbert and Sullivan were associated with D'Oyly
Carte in the proposal to acquire this site between the

Savoy Theatre and the Embankment Gardens ; there were
several others interested too, including T. B. Chappell,
the music publisher, R. B. Fenwick, a big man in the world
of shipping and coal, Michael Gunn, the manager of the

Gaiety Theatre, Dublin, whom I remember from earliest

childhood as a delightful personality. The building of the

new hotel began in 1884, and a few months before it was

opened in August 1889, the prospectus of The Savoy
Hotel Limited was published, the share capital being
200,000, The directors were D'Oyly Carte, Sullivan,

Fenwick, Gunn, A. H. Weguelin, a financier and the

only man I ever saw wearing a chinchilla fur-coat, the

Earl of Lathom, who was the Lord Chamberlain, and Hwfa
Williams, a sportsman of the Prince of Wales's entourage,
whose wife was a leader of fashion. The prospectus
announced the formation of a Restaurant Committee,
which would consist of Earl de Grey, Reuben Sassoon,
Colonel Oliphant, and the Marquis of Granby, M.P., in

addition to Sullivan and Hwfa Williams.

In that August of 1889, a building seven storeys high
beside the Thames seemed an astonishing challenge to the

smoke of London. The younger generation can only read
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about fogs as they were once upon a time. From November
to March the great city might at any moment be enveloped,
often for three days and nights at a stretch, in a turbid

yellowish-brown vapour through which the traffic had to

move at a crawl while linkboys tried to light a way in

front of the horses. Londoners joked about what they
called a

cLondon particular' under the belief that their

fogs -were an incurable unpleasantness to which they
must surrender cheerfully. Nowhere were they denser

than in the Strand that narrow thronged Strand of sixty

years ago. In 1889, it was still very much of an eighteenth-

century thoroughfare. Temple Bar had gone and Butcher

Row had been obliterated; but Holywell Street, known as

Booksellers' Row, remained as it was in the days when

Henry VIII was demanding that the inhabitants of the

Strand should pave the road in front of their own houses.

Beyond Wych Street and Clare Market, a spider's-web of

alleys and squalid courts reached as far as Oxford Street.

Not even D'Oyly Carte was brave enough at that date

to make the entrance of the new hotel in the Strand. The
main entrance was from Savoy Hill, whence the cabs and

presently the carriages drove into a large courtyard more
than 6,000 feet square in the middle of which a Delia

Robbia fountain played, the palms providing an exotic

illusion in the background. The frontage of the hotel was

to the river, and the balconies of the suites were filled with

flowers as gay as were the window-boxes of Mayfair with

their marguerite daisies, geraniums, calceolarias and

lobelias. I speak without authority, but I do not suppose
that even the new hotel managed to provide any floral
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novelties in those days. Some years later those balconies

disappeared when the front of the hotel was ingeniously

brought forward to provide for the bathrooms that in

1889 were not considered a necessary adjunct to every
room in a first-class hotel. When D'Oyly Carte stipulated
that the Savoy should have seventy bathrooms the builder

asked him if he were providing for amphibian guests : if

he had stipulated then for a bathroom to every room he

might have been asked if he were erecting an aquarium.

Spain is notoriously conservative, but in December 1901
the leading hotel in Madrid had only one bathroom situated

in a kind of vault for the use of which a charge of five

pesetas was levied on the eccentric guest who wanted to

use it, and in those days that was a quarter of the daily

charge for board and lodging. Even in London the Hotel

Victoria, opened two years before the Savoy at a cost of

520,000, had only four bathrooms for five hundred

visitors, and no more had been added by 1897. In fact, the

astonishing number ofbathrooms at the Savoy, upon which

D'Oyly Carte insisted, was indeed an innovation and set

the standard for the future.

At the back of the fountain in the court of the new hotel

was the Genoese Hall the equivalent of what today is

odiously called a 'lounge' with a coffered ceiling, figured

panels and rouge-royal marble pillars. From the Genoese
Hall guests reached the Restaurant by a double staircase,

being ushered in by a seneschal wearing a silver chain.

The Restaurant, much smaller than it is today, was

panelled in mahogany surmounted by a frieze of gold
and silver. Private dining-rooms called after the Gilbert
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and Sullivan operas adjoined the Restaurant. Pinafore,

Mikado, lolanthe, Gondoliers and the rest, what memor-
able occasions these extremely individual rooms have

known, what after-dinner speeches their walls have heard,
what golden vintages they have enshrined, what echoes

haunt them still ! To the left of the old courtyard, where
the Embankment entrance to the hotel is today, were the

billiards-room, the bar, the smoking-room, and the old ball-

room, which, after becoming the Mirror room, is today
the Abraham Lincoln room. The old courtyard itself, now
enclosed, is the Lancaster Ballroom. On the right of the

old entrance was the Reception, where today are many
working departments of the hotel.

A great feature of the Savoy was its hydraulic lifts,

which had been provided for in the original plans. Lifts

were no longer a novelty in 1889, but they were still

regarded by many as a dangerous and untrustworthy
method of elevation. It is symptomatic that no lifts were
installed in the flats that began to be built in the eighties.
There were six lifts at the Savoy, which the American
Elevation Company claimed were the largest and most
efficient yet seen in Europe. They were ready for use
c

at all hours of the day and night' ,
said an announcement.

Visitors were assured that these lifts were 'perfectly safe,

their movement smooth, rapid and pleasant', and the top
floor was thus practically brought to the level of the street.

The original lift-shaft for visitors, and later for luggage,
is still in use, but the modern lift decorated with red

lacquer is electric. There are now thirty-two lifts in the

Savoy, twenty-three of which are needed for the service.
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Electric light throughout was another daring, indeed

almost audacious, feature of the Savoy. The prospectus

says: 'The only artificial light used over the entire building
will be ELECTRIC LIGHT, and the supply will be continuous

during all the hours of the day and night, not only in

Sitting Rooms, but in Bedrooms, the button or switch in

the Bedrooms being so placed that the light can be turned

on or off without getting out of bed. The electric current

will be obtained from a large installation in the basement

of the Hotel, so that the supply will not depend on any
outside source. . . .'

Those who suppose that electric light was taken for

granted in 1889 may be surprised to learn that only a week
or two before the Savoy was opened there was a drawing
by Du Maurier in Punch showing four young ladies, bustled

and tight-laced, sitting tinder Japanese sunshades and listen-

ing to another young woman singing, over whom a young
man in evening dress is holding another sunshade.

The legend below reads:

HAPPY THOUGHT
The Electric Light, so favourable to Furniture, Wall

Papers, Pictures, Screens, etc., is not always becoming
to Female Complexion. Light Japanese Sunshades will be
found invaluable.

D'Oyly Carte's second wife must be given much of the

credit for the achievement of the Savoy Theatre and Savoy
Hotel. She was Helen Couper-Black, a daughter of the

procurator-fiscal of Wigtownshire. After taking a brilliant

degree at London University, she went on the stage as
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Helen Lenoir. Then she became D'Oyly Carte's secretary
and later his business manager. They were married in

1888. She -was a devotee of electricity and everything else

that could contribute to the comfort of life. To this day
her feminine hand is discernible in the atmosphere of the

Savoy, which combines grandeur with homeliness, luxury
with simplicity, and good taste with comfort so skilfully
that the Savoy may be called the best-loved hotel in the

world.
cThe whole foundations of the Savoy business

rested upon her*, said George Edwards.
Another innovation in which perhaps Mrs. D'Oyly

Carte's hand may be traced was the continuous service

on every floor available to guests. This, 'with the aid of

communication by speaking tube from every floor and the

installation of service lifts', made every floor at any hour
of the day and night a private house, and moreover an

extremely well-run private house at that. Indeed, the

whole hotel seemed a vast private house when it was first

opened, with its own power-house and its own artesian

well bored 420 feet down to reach the pure water in the

chalk beds underneath London.
The Savoy's independence from the start a kind of

liberty within the Liberty of the Duchy of Lancaster

allowed its creators to take for granted that the service

of an hotel would include such items as lights, baths and

attendance, for which a very conspicuous innovation in

1889 no extra charge was levied.

Immunity from noise was studied by D'Oyly Carte's

architects, builders, and advisers, and this policy has been

followed ever since. The increase in street traffic and out-
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side noise in modern times has been met by the installation

of double windows and air-conditioning. The Savoy also

claimed to be the first building in the world (certainly the

first in England) constructed of incombustible materials

throughout. The floors and partitions were of
ccement

concrete', encasing steel joists, and there was practi-

cally no wood except doors and window frames. The pro-

portion of the upper floors was not reduced, which was
then a novelty. Ceilings were as high on the top floor as

on the first. Accommodation was arranged in suites and

every suite of two or more rooms had, in addition to its

own bathroom, its own w.c. A private w.c. seems to have

been a luxury unheard of before.
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Chapter Four
THE GREAT DAYS

FROM

the opening of the Savoy in 1889, D'Oyly
Carte aimed at cultivating the habit for Londoners
of dining out, and presently of supping out. The
habit of occasionally dining out had already begun,

but such excursions usually meant dining with a host who
was staying in an hotel, and it was not a habit of what was
called 'Society

5

to dine out for the sake of dining out.

Indeed, right up to the outbreak of the First World War,
a dinner party almost always implied a dinner party in a

private house to which one was invited about three weeks
in advance. Neither sherry nor cocktails were offered to

the assembled guests before the solemn couples marched
into the dining-room, each white-gloved feminine arm

resting lightly upon the black arm of her partner. What

exhausting evenings they were for young men and young
women too for that matter! If one had the luck to have

an attractive young woman to escort to the seat on one's

right, it was odds on having somebody rather dull on one's

left to whom etiquette ruled one should turn and start

small talk about the middle of the first entree. With luck,

one might take advantage of the serving of the roast to
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retire into livelier conversation with one's own young
woman. One always had to talk to one or the other: there

was no general talk across the table.

In the mid-Victorian age there were really no facilities

for public entertainment. Three days before Trial by Jury
was produced at the Royalty, my American grandfather,
who was then the lessee of the Lyceum Theatre, died

suddenly of a coronary thrombosis at his house in Rutland

Gate. His illness had been precipitated by losing his tem-

per when, at a supper he had given for Henry Irving, the

waiters started clearing away the chairs at midnight at

the only restaurant then available because his business

manager had forgotten to apply for an extension of

closing-time.
If there had been a Savoy Hotel with a Pinafore Room

in 1875- he might have lived another twenty years.

Of course, there were plenty of taverns and chop-houses
for men only, and, of course, their clubs, but if the pages
of Punch are turned over the impression is that for the

first fifty years of Punch's existence all the men who dined

or supped out returned home drunk to disapproving crino-

lines or bustles.

D'Oyly Carte from the first intended that the restaurant

of the Savoy Hotel should exist in its own right: the court-

yard with its fountain and the foyer in the Genoese Hall

were an invitation to the world outside the residents in

his hotel. Dinner at the Savoy Restaurant, always in full

evening dress, had something akin to a performance at

the Savoy Theatre. There was a table d'h6te dining-room
below the Restaurant which residents could use if they
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wished, and there was a small Grill Room on the Strand

side (nothing like the Strand side of the hotel today) to

which ladies never went.

However, it was not until D'Oyly Carte started theatre

suppers a few months after the opening of the hotel that

the restaurant habit began to take hold of Londoners.

Supper was served every weekday, except Saturday, from
eleven o'clock until half-past twelve; on Saturday the

licensing laws insisted on the closure at midnight. All

through the nineties supper at the Savoy was as much
one of the good things of London life as it mercifully
remains today. It was meet that the stage should make the

Savoy its Elysium, for the Savoy was its devoted friend.

Nowadays the Lyceum, the Gaiety, the Olympic, the old

Globe, the old Strand Theatre, the Opera Comique,
Terry's and Toole's have vanished. From one end of the

original Strand to the other only the Savoy, the Adelphi
and the Vaudeville theatres remain; but the stage is still

faithful to the Savoy, if the theatres themselves have been

faithless to what was once the heart of London.

D'Oyly Carte did not rely on decoration to attract

people to the Savoy. He knew that good food is the founda-

tion of a restaurant's fashion, and it was announced when
the Savoy was opened that French cuisine was to be its

mainstay. 'Purely English cooking' was not to be ignored;

Indian, Russian and German dishes were to have their

place, and *a marked importance' was to be attached to

the dishes of the United States such as canvas-back duck,

terrapin, clams and sweet corn. There is no doubt that

from the beginning D'Oyly Carte considered it a most
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important task of his new hotel to attract American

visitors.

When I look back at the last fifty years of my life and

recall how many Americans all over the world have asked

me tenderly how the Savoy was, I realize what D'Oyly
Carte did for Anglo-American relations. Even tomatoes,

let me remind my contemporaries, were in our youth

regarded as an exotic American importation which no-

body blamed us for disliking. As for sweet potatoes and

sweet corn and chicken Maryland and pumpkin pie and

hominy, all these were exotics, a taste for which the

English were not prepared to encourage. I can remember
American cousins back in the early nineties talking of

meals they had enjoyed at the Savoy as the first good meals

they had enjoyed in England.
However, D'Oyly Carte knew well enough that Ameri-

cans were not visiting Europe just to eat American food ;

the saying that good Americans go to Paris when they die

was already current. He resolved that the Savoy should

have a cuisine such as London had never known. In the

summer of 1888, while he was taking the cure at Baden-

Baden, he renewed an acquaintance with Cesar Ritz.

Ritz was not yet a world-famous name, but D'Oyly
Carte's instinctive judgment recognized in this thirteenth

son of a Swiss peasant the qualities that might make him a

powerful and supreme figure among European hoteliers.

He spoke to Ritz about the Savoy Hotel, which was to be

opened the following year. Ritz was disinclined at first to

believe in the warmth of London's response to an hotel

in the grand style. He subscribed to the article in the
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French creed which affirmed that the English took their

pleasures sadly. However, after a visit to London, he was

impressed by its social hrilliance even in the little autumn
season. As for the Hotel, impressive though that was, too,
he felt it would require something. D'Oyly Carte was
sure that it needed Ritz, and the Board of the Company
asked him to direct the opening of the restaurant. Ritz

accepted.

Barely four months had passed since the opening when
the Directors decided to place Ritz in control of the

hotel, as well as the Restaurant. His appointment as

General Manager was dated December 2ist, 1889, and

immediately Ritz brought to the Savoy Autour as his

second in command, Agostini as his Cashier, and others

in whose skill he trusted, the most important of whom
were Escoffier as chefde cuisine and Echenard, a connoisseur

of wine, as maitre d'hotel. What is more, he brought to

the Savoy guests whose entertainment he had served on the

Continent, and with many of whom he was in discreet

relationship. Among these was the Prince of Wales.

One of the first royal residents of the new hotel was the

Due d' Orleans. Ritz arranged that all the plate, glass and

linen he used should be stamped with the Jleur de lis.

He knew how much the claimant to the throne of France

cherished this symbol: he probably knew that at his

house near Evesham even the seats of the toilets were

stamped with Jleurs de lis, as members of the B.B.C. were
to discover when the Duke's former house became a

broadcast hide-out at the beginning of the last war.

In June 189^, the Due d' Orleans, or Comte de Paris as
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he was then known, asked Ritz to reserve some rooms
for the wedding breakfast of his daughter Princess Helene,
who was to marry the Duke of Aosta at the Catholic

church in Kingston on the 2th. These particular rooms
had already been booked by the Guards Club for a

luncheon to be honoured by the Prince of Wales, who

previously was to attend the wedding ceremony with the

Princess of Wales and other members of the Royal

Family.
Ritz did not want to offend either ofhis patrons, and he

decided to take a chance with the Duke. He remembered
that there were some ill-ventilated rooms in the basement.

He had the windows widened, new doors let in, and
turned the room into a bower with flowers, ferns and

palms among which blocks of ice were concealed. There
he served a magical repast which enchanted the various

Bourbons, Hapsburgs and members of the House of Savoy

present that ancient House which six and a half centuries

ago had left their name to this hotel.

Under Ritz, Echenard and Escoffier, the Restaurant

soon became famous, alike for the quality of its food and
for its company. It was the one restaurant in London the

kitchen of which adjoined it on the same floor and was

only separated by a service room with hot plates. As it

was then, so it is today, with the minimum of delay be-

tween the chef and his clients.

Escoffier invented many famous dishes at the Savoy,

among them peche Melba, which we all know. The probable

origin of the dish is one occasion when the Diva was giving
a party at the Savoy and suggested pSches flambees to wind
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up the menu. Escoffier on the other hand thought it

should end not with anything hot but with ice-cream,

PSche Melba was the compromise he offered. Few dishes

lend themselves so readily to be murdered by bad cooks,
and peche Melba composed with synthetic cream, tinned

peaches and mock jam is their pet. What a purgatory for

Escoffier, were he condemned to eat such a dish!

A dish less easily pirated was cuisses de nymphes a VAuroTe,
which Escoffier invented for the Prince of Wales and his

guests. This was composed of frogs' legs served cold in

cream and Moselle and reddened by paprika. His Royal

Highness ate and enjoyed them, but was not told until

afterwards what the dish was.

Whatever one may think about music as an accompani-
ment of the best food, it is certain that if there is to be
music it must be the best music. It was Ritz who started

that fashion in London, and he started it with no less a

musician than Johann Strauss, When it was suggested that

Strauss's fees would be too high, Ritz replied: 'People
will stay longer over their dinners. Ask the sommelier what
that would mean/

Ritz was at the Savoy for eight years. Then, soon after

his engagement came to an end, he went with Escoffier to

the Carlton, which was opened in 1897. Later Ritz took

over the hotel called after him, which was built partly
on the site ofWalsingham House then the most attractive

Chambers in London. When Ritz and his intimate entourage
left the Savoy, the question was naturally asked whether

the patrons of the Savoy would follow him, and them, to

fresh woods and pastures new. In eight years, however,
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the Savoy Hotel and the Restaurant had outlived the

caprice of fashion and become an essential part of London
life. The Directors were determined to maintain the

high standard of cuisine and comfort and elegance they
had set, and even -without Ritz they were able to feel

confident of the Savoy's future.

From Paris they brought Joseph, whose famous Res-

taurant, called Marivaux, the Savoy then acquired; from
its kitchens came the chef Thouraud; from the Grand
Hotel in Rome, which the Savoy already owned, came

others, until the gaps were quickly filled with distinction.

Without Joseph, the Marivaux Restaurant in Paris soon
failed to attract, and it was sold at the beginning of the

century. With Joseph in London the Savoy went from

strength to strength. Menge became General Manager.
He also managed Claridge's, which the Company had

acquired and rebuilt and reopened in 1898. Menge was
followed by the

c

volatile and imaginative* Pruger, the

'bearded and avuncular' Gustave, and Blond, who was
killed at Verdun,

Pruger's Assistant Manager was Schwenter, later the

presiding genius of the Meurice in Paris and one ofEurope's
most distinguished hoteliers.
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From the turn of the century; supper at the Savoy became a social
'

must *.

60
Ladies were now dining in public and the Savoy did much to bring this about.
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Reeves-Smith had already held the post of Manager of

the Victoria Hotel in Northumberland Avenue, then one

of the hest-known and most modern hotels, but since

1897, he had been Managing Director of the Berkeley,
where he had been instrumental in forming a syndicate
to take over the business. D'Oyly Carte was not to be

put off by the fact that Reeves-Smith was under contract

to the Berkeley: just as he had bought the Grand Hotel,

Rome, for the Savoy Company, when Ritz had pressed it,

so, he told Reeves-Smith, he would be willing to buy the

Berkeley. Thus it was that, in order to win the services

of the greatest hotelier of this century, the owners of the

Savoy acquired the third of the famous trio, the Savoy,

Claridge's and the Berkeley. Reeves-Smith then moved his

office to the Savoy, but he continued to live at the

Berkeley, which under his guidance developed its own
character as the favourite of many of the principal families

of Great Britain and America, and especially as the favour-

ite of the young, a character it still retains. It is a most
remarkable achievement for one Company to own three

famous hotels and maintain their individuality so success-

fully that it may be doubted if half the frequenters of the

Savoy, Claridge's and the Berkeley know that they are

under the same control.

When in 1938 George Reeves-Smith was knighted,
three years before his death at the age of eighty-one, that

accolade recognized an entirely beneficent influence on
the social life of our time. He understood the hotel and
restaurant business in all its many and baffling complica-
tions ; he knew the detail and never considered anything
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too small or trifling for his attention. He maintained a

routine of life which became the rhythm of the Savoy:
the discipline he applied to others, he applied to himself.

He was a cultured man. He read books continuously, and
it was once said of him that he bought an hotel in Sussex

just to house his library. He loved philosophy, and he
loved Shakespeare. He had a great knowledge of medicine.

Yet with all his other intellectual interests, his power
of imagination, and his affection for literature and the

arts, he was a business man of outstanding ability, clear

and definite in what he wanted, judging the signs with un-

canny accuracy. And no one who met him could mistake

his quality of leadership, to which was added great personal
charm both of manner and appearance. It seemed natural

under Reeves-Smith that things should run smoothly, for

he was certainly a great organizer and his staff admired

him. He had an infallible eye for the right man ^in
the

right place, and to him above all is due that family feeling at

the Savoy of which the least sensitive guest is aware.

Arnold Bennett, who dedicated Imperial Palace to Reeves-

Smith, brought out in his fascinating novel that family feel-

ing which always cheered the heart of a novelist who him-
self was an extremely shy man but who felt completely
and delightfully at home in the Savoy.

Reeves-Smith, moreover, possessed what any great
hotelier must possess, and that is perfect taste in food, in

wine and in cigars. As a judge of good wine he was un-

equalled. He studied the noble art of wine from the age
of eighteen when he went to Bordeaux as personal secretary
to the great vintner, Jean Calvet, and without doubt he
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became one of the finest connoisseurs of claret in the

world. Reeves-Smith himself tasted and bought all the

wines in the cellars of the Savoy, and it is to be regretted
that he did not add a volume of Dionysian literature like

George Saintsbury's immortal cellar-book.

Soon after Reeves-Smith became Managing Director of

the Savoy, Richard D'Oyly Carte's son, Rupert, who had

been assistant to his father as Managing Director, became
Chairman of the Board of Directors at the age of twenty-
seven, and the two men worked in harmony to build up a

tradition for the Savoy through the years of bewildering

change that have marked the first half of the twentieth

century. To sustain success in business requires much more
creative vitality and art than to achieve it.

Rupert D'Oyly Carte made himself personally respon-
sible for the decoration of the Savoy, and when he died in

1948 his daughter Bridget joined the Board and continues

the job her father made his own.
With the finish of the South African War, the beginning

of the Entente Cordiale, the prospect of a change of

Government and the general relief felt by everybody that

the Victorian Age was over, the Savoy was caught up by
the same mood of optimism about the future that was

expressed by Elgar's Pomp and Circumstance. It resolved

to be ready for the new age. On the site of old Beaufort

House, and the old Fountain Tavern where the English

Jacobites had forgathered, the erection of an all-steel

edifice, faced with the glazed terra cotta called Carrara

and roofed with Dutch green tiles, was started in 1903
and finished in the early summer of 1904. This involved
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acquiring a great deal of property in the Strand including

Simpson's and, in the end, enlarging and modernizing the

venerable chop-house.
The main new building erected was called Savoy

Court and was originally planned as a self-contained block

of residential chambers; it was indeed a herald of the

self-contained blocks of flats that are a feature of con-

temporary London. Flats at the beginning of the century
were usually without lifts and always without restaurants.

These Savoy Chambers had all the amenities of the river-

side hotel, with fresh amenities of their own such as

electric lifts and their own kitchen and restaurant. New
turbo-engines -which had been installed in the hotel

generated the electric power and allowed it to run the

largest refrigerating plant in Europe. Many well-known

people lived in Savoy Court, which is not surprising when
we hear that Sir Thomas Dewar (afterwards Lord Dewar)
was able to secure a life-lease of a suite at 150 a year.
At the end of his life, he claimed to have lived longer at

the Savoy than anyone else, except John of Gaunt.

In due course Savoy Court became an intrinsic part of

the hotel, but it is still called the Court and it still has

its own organization and its own very definite personality.
The old Grill Room ceased to be a masculine preserve and

after being enlarged and decorated in Louis Quatorze style

was opened as the Cafe Parisien. There was a passion for

Louis Quatorze and Louis Quinze decoration in the Ed-

wardian decade.

When the Savile Club acquired the house in Brook Street

which belonged to Lord Harcourt (known as
c

Lulu
5

), it
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was full of gilt and painted ceilings. Max Beerbohm, on

seeing it for the first time, said: 'Ah, Lulu Quinze, I

suppose/
The new Cafe Parisien had its own cuisine and chef and

was managed at first by Gustave Seggletz who remained

Gustave when he became General Manager of the hotel in

1909. Evening dress not being obligatory, as it was in the

Restaurant, the atmosphere of the Cafe Parisien, which in

a few years reverted to its old name of the Savoy Grill,

was ideally suited to the inhabitants of Upper Bohemia.

If the artistic projects which first took shape in conversa-

tions round those tables were obliterated, half the beauty
and gaiety of the last forty years would be obliterated too.

During the extensions of 1904 a new entrance to the

Savoy from the Strand was laid down between the Court

and the theatre, and paved with rubber (a great innovation)
to deaden the noise of the horse traffic; and this was

spanned by a flying arch from which the effigy of Peter of

Savoy lookeddown across the centuries upon today. To cele-

brate the new entrance, which had involved the raising of

the level of the street by many yards and the building of a

bridge over Somerset Street below, a new foyer was

opened which led to the Restaurant and was carpeted
with what was reputed to be the largest carpet ever

woven in one piece.
The Restaurant, which could now be approached direct

from the Strand by the new entrance, continued to expand.
It swallowed up the whole of the Winter Garden with its

roses and fountain and green marble pillars, and it annexed
much of the new foyer but the ingenious 'development'
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of this part of the hotel baffles my powers of description.

Anyhow, by the time these words are in print, there will

probably be a fresh 'development'.
The cost of the extensions and alterations in 1904 was

nearly a million pounds, and the changes they made were

far-reaching indeed. No longer was the Savoy an Embank-
ment hotel alone; it now stretched right through to the

Strand, and right along the Strand as well. The accommoda-
tion was more than doubled and greatly varied: there were
now two kitchens instead of one. The main entrance had
left the Embankment and gone to the Strand: there was
now a private road leading to the Savoy, no longer on a

slope and with no other traffic. On either side at the

entrance stood Savoy property, safeguarding the approach
from unsuitable development. Nearly all this had been

dreamed of by Richard D'Oyly Carte, but it was his son

Rupert and George Reeves-Smith who carried it through.
Some of the property the Savoy had acquired was

licensed for the sale of intoxicating liquor. It was decided

to extinguish these licences, with the exception of The
Coal Hole, still a famous resort in the Strand, and, though
let, still Savoy property. The rest of the frontage was

turned into shops, and above, in the building behind the

theatre on the right of the entrance, the Metropolitan
Water Board made their headquarters. The Air Ministry
moved here in the First World War, and ever since the

Government has rented these offices from the Savoy.

Recently they were the headquarters of the Festival of

Britain, and it was there that the late King and the Queen
came to see a model of the South Bank Exhibition.
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While these developments continued, other structural

and decorative changes went on. In September 1906 the

mahogany panelling in the Restaurant was removed in

favour of a lighter scheme of decoration with mirrors.

About four years later a firm of American contractors

undertook the really astonishing task of re-fronting the

Embankment block and adding an eighth storey to bring
it up to the level of the Savoy Court in just over two
months without interrupting the normal life of the Hotel.

Re-fronting meant removing all the original balconies and

moving the new facade out several feet beyond the old

one by cantilever from the roof in order to enlarge the

riverside suites and make room for new bathrooms. Work
went on day and night; the cost to the Company was

100,000. The new fagade was covered like Savoy Court
with the glazed terra-cotta tiles known as Carrara ware.

A month or two later the new Ballroom and Banqueting
Hall, built on the site of the old courtyard, was opened:
the courtyard itself had already been covered in and had
been used as a storehouse and lumber-room. The dancing-
floor was laid with narrow oak boards and sprung with

steel spirals to provide dancing-room for nearly

couples. If a rigid floor was required for a banquet or

reception, the springs in the floor could be neutralized

by a lever mechanism; 45-0 people could be seated at a

banquet. There were no pillars, the weight of the Restaur-

ant and rooms above being carried on huge steel girders.
Thus did the Savoy respond to the melody of Pomp

and Circumstance and express the well-being of England
in the Edwardian decade and the first four years of the
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reign of George V. There was a good deal of lavish

extravagance. Krupp gave a party in May 1906 when the

majolica fountain in the old courtyard gushed champagne,
and in that same year the old courtyard was flooded for

dinner to be served in a gondola to the guests of George
Kessler, the champagne magnate. The Pilgrims' Club gave
a dinner to celebrate the discovery of the North Pole by
Coinmander Peary, for which the Winter Garden was
turned into a realistic illusion of snow and ice and the

waiters were dressed in Eskimo furs. At another of the

banquets given by the Pilgrims* Club twenty tables were
modelled and named after famous British and American

battleships in honour of the American Naval Squadron's
visit.

There is nothing more dead than a banquet which has

been eaten, and the Savoy is not haunted today by their

ghosts. On the other hand, it does not need a medium to

be aware of the figures of the first quarter of a century of

the Savoy's existence, figures whose personalities are still

influential in the Shakespearian sense of the word within

the Savoy.
From the first the Savoy was intimately linked with the

stage. When Henry Irving left Grafton Street he went to

live in the Savoy. Whistler, whom at one time Irving
much disliked, lived there for a while; he had made an

etching of the Savoy in the process of being built because

he said that it would never look so beautiful again,
1 Sarah

Bernhardt was an early resident, and she nearly died in the

Savoy one night from an overdose of chloral taken after a

1 Whistler's etching is reproduced in the plate following p. 104.
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performance of Jules Barbier'sJoan ofArc at Her Majesty's
Theatre. That was in the summer of 1890. In the autumn of

that year Mrs. Langtry was staying in the Savoy when she

produced Antony and Cleopatra with Charles Coghlan. I well

remember that gorgeous production, though I was only
seven years old when I saw it at the Princess's Theatre. Lily

Langtry was then thirty-eight and at the height of her

beauty, and I nearly fell out of the box trying to see the asp.

Rejane used to stay at the Savoy, when her victoria,

drawn by the mules with which she had been presented

by the King of Portugal, was the cynosure of the Strand.

Melba's association has been mentioned; Tetrazzini was a

much-loved guest. Caruso and, later, Gigli always stayed
in the Savoy; as for Chaliapin, he often used to eat his

dinner in the chef's room, so much at home was he in the

hotel.

Tchessinskaya, the great prima ballerina assoluta ofthe Im-

perial Ballet, stayed in the Savoy; Pavlova danced there.

Besides the actors and the actresses, the singers and the

dancers, the impresarios and the managers naturally made
the Savoy the centre of their own entertainment, and in

due course the film magnates followed their example. I

suppose that somebody writing about the Savoy fifty years
hence will enumerate the film-stars who graced it once

upon a time. Or will he?

Charles Frohman, the American manager, had the mis-

chance once to be in a lift in the Savoy when it jammed,
and he was unable to get out until it was repaired some
time later. Worried hotel managers, greatly anxious about
Frohraan's expected annoyance at this mishap, were
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waiting nervously as the lift doors opened. Frohman
-walked out as though nothing had happened and remarked
to his secretary that it was the first holiday he had had for

years.
From the very start American visitors made the Savoy

their home, and it was a Chicago guest, Harry Rosenfeld,
who tendered the first golden sovereign taken by the new
hotel in August 1889; it was paid for a bottle of champagne
and is still in the possession of the Company. The South

African gold and diamond millionaires, whose wealth

broke through the exclusiveness of
*

society
'

, were of course

at home in the Savoy and used, so it is said, to gamble
there after lunch on Saturday until dinner-time. It is

recorded that a member of this group once had such a

successful session that his winnings were too heavy for

him to carry away.
And New Year's Eve at the^ Savoy succeeded New

Year's Eve with an increasing optimism: never had the

future seemed more gay and confident than it seemed on

December 31 st, 1913.
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Chapter Six

WARS AND A CHANGING SCENE

I
part played by the Savoy Hotel during the

twenty-five years of its existence from August
1889 to August 1914 was crystallized when
war came, and people who remember it during

those four years and a quarter when the flower of the

country blossomed and died will not think it extravagant
to claim that the Savoy was the heart ofLondon throughout.

Naturally the Savoy became immediately the centre of

American life in England and of American sympathy with

England. The Banqueting Hall, then called the Mirror

Room, was the headquarters first of Herbert Hoover's

American Citizens Committee and then of the Belgian
Relief Commission over which he presided. I still have a

letter from the Savoy, signed in his spidery hand, to thank

me for some article I had written about the work that

Relief Commission was doing. It was in the Mirror Room
that the entry of the United States into the war in 1917
was celebrated. The American Luncheon Club and the

American Society of London always met here, and here

they were addressed by Mr. Lloyd George, Mr. Winston
Churchill and other distinguished pilots of the ship of
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war. In 1923 a bust of Abraham Lincoln was unveiled in

the Mirror Room by the Foreign Secretary, Lord Curzon,
in the presence of a distinguished assembly, since when the

Mirror Room has been called the Abraham Lincoln Room.
T. P. O'Connor, Father of the House of Commons, pre-
sented the bust.

The contribution made by the Savoy to friendship
between Great Britain and the United States has been
considerable ever since the great hotel was opened.
But when memory turns back to the Savoy during the

First World War, for most of us it will turn not so much
to the great occasions of Atlantic amity but most poig-

nantly to what the hotel represented to the subalterns

on their brief leaves. For after an evening with the Bing

Boys at the Alhambra they surely went off to sup and

dance at the Savoy.

Indeed, that sense of escape into a golden present from
the ugliness of war is among the most poignant memories
of my lifetime. As I remember, a great curtain was drawn
between the entrance hall and the way down to the Res-

taurant, but that may be a symbolic picture in the mind
of that sense of freedom from the ugly time.

Carpe diem, quam minimum credula postero.

Gather today and trust not in tomorrow.

Never was the old Horatian tag given so sharp and

fresh an urgency, for none of those young men dancing
there could trust in tomorrow across the Channel.

Evenings at the Savoy during the First World War were

always that glittering ball on the eve of Waterloo.
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And the Grill Room! So many of those who sat laughing
and talking round the tables in that older and somewhat
smaller Grill Room were waiting like the dancers for the

tap upon their shoulders of
c

that fell sergeant, Death'.

For many of them were probably seeing the Savoy for

the last time. Behind the laughter and the conversation

in the Grill Room there was the urgent desire to make
the most of the present, a desire which it was the Savoy's
ardent aim to gratify. Anyone who can look back to what
we know now was the end of an epoch, as remote today
as the feasts given in the Savoy Palace by John of Gaunt,
must feel a deep affection for the Savoy a warmth of

gratitude for the way in which it alleviated the pangs of a

departing epoch.
We are accustomed to think that the revolution in

social behaviour which marked the twenties was directly
due to the First World War, but the revolution had

already started before August 1914. The self-conscious

Jin de siecle attitude of the nineties was much less an

expression of decadence than a premature renaissance.

The birth of the twentieth century was already implicit
in the death of the nineteenth. The opening of the Savoy
Hotel was an announcement of the future, not a celebra-

tion of the past. What the First World War did was to

hold up the process of escape from what as early as 1890
was felt by an ever-increasing number of people to be the

falsification of human values by a Victorianism most of the

spirit of which had evaporated, although much of its

external appearance lingered. When the fifty-two months
of the First World War had run their bloody course, it
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was inevitable for the pace of life to increase so rapidly
that people forgot how rapidly it had already been in-

creasing before the war began.
Each according to his fancy will choose what he con-

siders the most radical change in our outlook today.
Without hesitation I shall choose the position of woman
in the contemporary world compared with what it was
when the Savoy committed itself to an enterprise which
could not have been ultimately successful unless the

position of women had changed. The New Woman was
was one of those protracted jokes of Punch, which went
back to the days of Mrs. Bloomer, and began to wilt

when a really new woman mounted her safety bicycle
with pneumatic tyres and rode off into the future. Not
that safety bicycles were to be seen wheeling round the

precincts of the Savoy as they were seen round Battersea

Park with fashionable young women in the saddles. Such
women as alighted at the Savoy in its first decade alighted
from landaus, victorias and .broughams and more audaci-

ously from hansoms over the "wheels of which the blue-

coated porters would hold a basket semicircle to protect
their gowns from the muddy tyres. Still, it was the bicycle
which gave women their liberty by giving them mobility ;

once they had mobility, enfranchisement was in due course

inevitable, and with political enfranchisement, social, in-

tellectual and moral enfranchisement could not be denied.

It is painful to reflect now on the obstinate stupidity
which led to the disgraceful treatment of the suffragettes
in the years just before the outbreak of the First World

War, and painful to remember that the demands made
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upon women in that war were necessary in order to con-

vince the upholders of reaction that women were entitled

to their political freedom. It is pleasant to recall that the

banquet given to the first suffragettes upon their release

from prison was given in the Savoy.
To come to the lighter side of the feminism. Whether

it was in the Savoy or in the Carlton, just opened toward

the close of the last decade of the nineteenth century, that

a woman first smoked a cigarette in a public restaurant is

not certain. Anyway, by the middle of the Edwardian

decade, probably earlier, any woman could smoke in

public in a London restaurant without a second glance
from the other diners. The United States was longer in

recognizing the right of women to smoke in public. In

New York as late as the autumn of 1912 the only places
of reputable entertainment where women could smoke
were in the Plaza Hotel at a The Dansant and any time of

the day at Rector's restaurant down town. Incidentally,
the villainous habit of smoking cigarettes between the

courses at lunch or dinner was started in America, where
even at restaurants like Sherry's or Delmonico's the

service was so slow that a wait of twenty minutes between
one course and the next was a common occurrence forty

years ago. When -women began to smoke in public a man
was absolved from the politeness of asking a woman's

permission to light a cigarette as he walked beside her in

the street. Nobody smoked a pipe when walking with a

woman. I remember the profound shock of seeing the

First Lord of the Admiralty, Reginald McKenna, in top
hat and frock-coat walking down North Street, West-
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minster, and smoking a pipe, his wife beside him. That

was in 191 2. When the Savoy first opened it is improbable
that men smoked there in the presence of women. They
had a smoking-room which was situated where the Ameri-
can Bar stands today.
And that brings us to cocktails. It seems certain that

the habit of drinking cocktails came from the United
States. Washington Irving writing in 1809 mentions them
as 'recondite* drinks, but it may surprise the reader to

be reminded that the cocktail is mentioned as a familiar

drink in Tom Brown's Schooldays and Thackeray also speaks
of Jos Sedley's fondness for brandy cocktails in India.

Reeves-Smith made a great feature of the American Bar

at the Savoy after the first war. There had been American
bars in London for many years, but within a very short

while the American Bar at the Savoy was at once the most

accomplished and the most popular in the country. The

presiding artist was Harry Craddock, who, already the

highest-paid barman in the world, accepted Reeves-Smith's

invitation to come to the Savoy after Prohibition became
an amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

Then there was dancing. Ragtime was beginning to oust

the old-fashioned waltz as early as 1910, and during the

First World War one-steps, two-steps, foxtrots and hesita-

tion waltzes were what the subalterns danced during their

fugitive respites from the mud and blood of Flanders,

So it was natural that when the war was over youth should

dance more than ever to compensate for the hours wasted

in the profitless agony of war. As I write these words, I

have just finished listening to the bells ringing for the
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massacre of the Sicilian Vespers at the close of Verdi's

opera, and there is an agreeable coincidence in switching
from the Third Programme to the Light Programme to

hear Carroll Gibbons's orchestra playing dance music from
the Savoy, The mind goes back to the days of 2LO at

Savoy Hill, when the B.B.C. was very young and the Savoy

Orpheans under Debroy Somers and the Savoy Havana

Band under Bert Ralton were the earliest dance-bands to

broadcast, and fortunately also were among the very best.

Many of the records they made for Columbia are still on

my shelves.

It was from the Savoy, indeed, that Marconi made

history by broadcasting to America for the first time. He

interrupted the Savoy Orpheans, who were on the air,

and then, after the success of this historic experiment,
the first radio message ever transmitted across the At-

lantic from east to west, he went to the Savoy Restaurant

where he had a very good dinner.

In those days people went down after dinner to dance
in the Lancaster Ballroom and came up again to have

supper: the habit of dancing in the middle of the restaurant

between courses had not started. It may be good for the

digestion, but I cannot believe it encourages a fine palate.

However, let that pass. In 1924 Debroy Somers was
succeeded by Carroll Gibbons, who is still at the Savoy
and today is the Director of the Savoy's dance music and
entertainment .

The Savoy dance-bands continued to broadcast regularly

every night until 1329. Then the B.B.C. moved to Portland

Place, and by now cabaret had taken a firm hold of res-
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taurants, which until then had more or less left cabaret

to the night-clubs. This fashion started during the 19141 8

War and increased rapidly all through the years immedi-

ately after it. Those who sigh for the spacious pleasures
of the Edwardian decade are never heard to lament the

night-clubs of that period. No 'wonder! There was not

much romance dancing the Valse Amoureuse with a hard-

eyed beauty in a trailing sequin-covered dress among the

dusty aspidistras and rubber plants of the Palm Club,
which was housed, as I remember, in Lisle Street.

The Savoy was the first hotel in London to provide its

guests with an opportunity to dance in style, but it was
not the first hotel to respond to the demand for cabaret.

This was begun by Sir Francis Towle at the Metropole.
His example was soon followed, and the first experiment

by the Savoy was made in 1927 by bringing the Two Black

Crows to divert dancers in the intervals between dances.

Two years later the Cabaret was a regular feature of the

Restaurant, where by now there was dancing-space be-

tween tables. It was always difficult in a large room for

everyone to see the entertainment, especially dancing,

and, to provide a perfect setting for the Cabaret, Reeves-

Smith was inspired to make the dancing-space a rising

floor, and thus give all the diners the perfect view that in

all other restaurants was obtainable only from the front

tables. Hydraulic rams operated from the basement three

floors down raised the dance-floor about two feet above

the normal level, and this had to be done without interfer-

ing with the ceiling of the Ballroom underneath. More-

over, this ingenious and complicated device was installed
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in six days without closing the main restaurant. Ever since,

it has been a great feature of London night life.

In the entertainment of guests for an evening, the Savoy
did not forget another kind of entertainment for those

who made the hotel their home for a night or a week, a

month or a year. Rupert D'Oyly Carte was continuously

keeping in pace with the times indeed, a little ahead of

them whether it was in decoration or furniture or
fittings.

He was Chairman of the Board of Directors, but in so far

as he was responsible for the decoration of the Hotel he
was a departmental head, and as such his ideas were

subject to the approval of Reeves-Smith, the Managing
Director. There was always a great sense of understanding
between these two men, and both were attracted by new
ideas. The change from white to pink tablecloths in the

Restaurant shook conservative opinion aesthetically, not

politically, of course. How many 'firsts' in the hotel

world besides pink tablecloths can be credited to the

Savoy? Supper after the theatre, dancing in public, and
the rising floor have been noted, but it was also the first

hotel to use electricity, to have passenger and service

lifts, to provide private bathrooms, to put telephones in

private rooms, to have all-night service, to establish its

own laundry, to use spring-mattresses for its beds, to

print its own menus, to adopt inclusive charges, to serve

meals in private rooms without extra charge, to install

steam-heating, air-conditioning and sound-proof windows,
and, perhaps most important of all, the first hotel to

civilize English cooking, or rather substitute for English

cooking the finest French cuisine. It was also the
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first English hotel to buy its wines direct from the

growers.
In 1919 the management of the Savoy anticipated the

troubles ahead in the coalfields by turning to fuel oil for

the generation of power and steam. In 1928 Vita glass

windows were introduced, and in the following year,
the same year as saw the rising dance-floor, the Savoy

presented to the Strand the aspect it wears today.
I believe the correct term for the steel and glass over-

hang above the main entrance is 'marquise', so called

because the first one was designed to prevent some
French marquise from splashing her white silk stockings
when she alighted from her coach. Then it was used for

the awning of a warship and after that for the small awning
over the entrance to a general's tent. The English bor-

rowed the word for the larger tent of a field-officer, but

thinking it was a plural word called it a marquee.
The marquise of the Savoy canopied its pavements on

both sides of the courtyard, and the whole of the Savoy
Theatre was rebuilt and redecorated with a fa?ade to

conform to the design of the hotel entrance. The flying
arch vanished in the marquise over the entrance, but the

statue of Peter of Savoy which surmounted it is still there.

Round the walls of the courtyard a series of agreeable

plaques were erected commemorating the various events

in the history of the Savoy Palace already related. The

Mayor of Westminster opened this new Savoy entrance,

the work of Howard Robertson, A.R.A., now President

of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

The Grill Room took on its present shape and size, and
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that much-loved Foyer, which already seems immemorial,
was constructed at the same time. And all these changes
were somehow effected without interrupting the service

of the Grill. Indeed, all that I can recall of this transforma-

tion is the temporary obliteration of the big windows by
curtains.

This reconstruction of 1929 was another instance of

the Savoy's anticipation of trouble, for if it had been post-

poned until 1930 it would probably have been postponed
much longer on account of the depression, and that might
have meant being overtaken by the Second World War.

About midnight on a November evening in the year
*937> I was sitting at a table in the Savoy Grill with Mr.
Churchill and Mr. Robert Boothby, when through the

door came Lady Jowitt with Albrecht von Bernsdorf, the

ex-councillor of the German Embassy.
'Wave to diem. Bob, to come to our table,' said Mr.

Churchill.

It was the night of Goering's hunting-party which Lord
Halifax had gone to attend as the herald of the policy of

appeasement .

'Well, Albrecht/ said Mr. Churchill, taking the cigar
from his mouth as the newcomers reached our table,

*I suppose your countrymen are making a fool of Lord
Halifax tonight.'

'But of course/ said Von Bernsdorf, with a shrug and
a smile and a gesture of courteous contempt.

Albrecht von Bernsdorf was a brave man. He never
surrendered to Hitler, and the Nazis shot him a week or
two before the end of the war in
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There have been many historical occasions in the Savoy
Hotel, but I venture to think there can never have been a

question asked and answered there that carried a heavier

weight of historical significance.
Almost to a day the Silver Jubilee of the Savoy coincided

with the outbreak of the First World War: the Golden

Jubilee of the Savoy was hardly a fortnight old when the

Second World War began.
Two incidents marked that September day. Sir George

Reeves-Smith, who had been knighted the previous year by
the King and made a Chevalier of the Legion of Honour by
the French Republic, appeared for the first time on duty
without his traditional frock-coat and silk hat, wearing
instead a bowler and a lounge suit. The Restaurant, the

dome of which was unprotected, was closed for the first

time since it was opened fifty years earlier.

Sir George Reeves-Smith's change of attire probably
affected the staff with a sense of catastrophe more sharply
than the guests; their shock was the closing of the

Restaurant. The hall porter, charged with the duty of

diverting regular frequenters of tie Restaurant to the

Grill Room, heard one of them exclaim to another:

'The Savoy Restaurant has closed!* as though that was

more extraordinary than anything else.

The temporary closing of the Restaurant was part of

the plan that had been prearranged if war were declared.

Air-raid precautions had in fact started at the Savoy in

1938. About seventy members of the staff were trained

as wardens, and these manned two observation posts
of reinforced concrete with fire equipment centrally
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controlled on a twenty-four-hour basis. Various other pre-
cautions were taken, and the absence of air attack for the

first twelve months of the war did not lead to relaxation

of these precautions. On the contrary: the Savoy decided

upon deep shelters, reinforced and protected, with nursing
and medical aid, and plans for these were quickly put into

force. Expenditure was heavy, as the accounts of the

Company showed, but no better investment was made, as

the start of the blitz brought to the Savoy a steadily

increasing number of residents, who found the A.R.P.
Services so efficient and well-organized.

It was all too clearly apparent when the blitz did begin
in the summer of 1940 that the Zeppelin nights of the first

war were going to seem mild affairs compared with what

might be expected now. Near misses were more and more

frequent, with nearly always some exterior damage, and
then on November i6th, 1940, exactly three years to a

day after Mr. Churchill asked that question in the Grill

Room, the Savoy was hit during the same night by two

high-explosive bombs, one of which severely damaged
part of the north-east corner of the hotel on the Embank-
ment side, within a few yards of the spot where a Zeppelin
bomb fell in the first war. The other bomb hit the iron

girder holding the parapet of the Strand entrance and

exploded in the air. This did a great deal of superficial

damage, and three nights later the Strand front caught it

again when one of the domes was hit.

The Savoy might now presume that lying near the river

it was more dangerously exposed to enemy action than

some of the other great London luxury hotels, and it was a
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remarkable tribute to its A.R.P. Services and to the position
it had won in public affection and esteem that during this

ordeal the patrons of the hotel increased rather than

diminished. They were not prepared to forsake it for

other great hotels less obviously exposed to German fury.
In spite of the demands made upon the management by

military service, and, let it be added regretfully, by
fifth-column hysteria, a much-reduced staff coped mar-

vellously with the accommodation of the Savoy's devoted

patrons. During the blitz many rooms were temporarily
unusable and the casualties among the hotel's windows
were heavy and continuous. Sometimes the breakages
extended over whole areas of windows which as soon as

they were reglazed would be smashed again a day or two
later. Then on the night of April i6th, 1941, one of those

infernal huge mines landed a few yards away from the

hotel on the river side and exploded with such force that

the whole building, in the words of an eye-witness,

'staggered'. There were many casualties, though none

fatal, and the hospital staff in the basement was called

upon not only to attend to these, but also to sufferers

outside who were brought in for first aid. The material

damage was considerable. Fifty rooms had to be evacuated

until they could be got back into service. The kitchen of

the Restaurant, which had for some time been functioning
as usual, was put completely out ofaction, the steel window-
frames being too badly buckled to contain their black-out

boards. The Restaurant itself was covered with wreckage.
In this emergency the original little Grill Room of the

early nineties (now a writing-room) and its long-disused
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kitchen were brought back into service like a couple of

dug-out officers, and within a few hours were serving
breakfast and lunch.

That was the time when incendiary bombs rained down

upon London. On one night the hotel staff on duty had to

fight a fire for three hours until the Fire Service could reach

the Savoy from Hampstead with bigger gear. On another

night the paper stocks in the printing and stationery

department were consumed by an incendiary bomb.

Throughout this anxious time, indeed throughout the war,
the depleted hotel staff displayed discipline and self-

sacrifice beyond praise, not merely in the courage with

which they carried out the routine of air-raid defence, but

also for the patient devotion with which they carried out

the ordinary duties of service. Members of the staff who

reported punctually in the early morning had often been
the victims of raids in the night before or had to walk
miles to their work because transport had been put out

of action. A mutual aid fund, to which everybody con-

tributed according to his ability, was started in aid of the

victims of bombing, and several thousand pounds were

paid out to help some hundreds of employees and their

families. In the early days of 1940 the Abraham Lincoln

Room and the adjoining Pink and Green Rooms were
converted into air-raid shelters and gradually arranged
for sleeping accommodation. Here about two hundred
beds were installed in separate curtained bays. Special

compartments were set aside for the conferences of im-

portant individuals, and there was even a compartment for

snorers. This air-conditioned, gas-proof and sound-proof
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dormitory was equipped with its own maids and valets

and waiters, with a room for coffee and a small bar one

floor up.
I was not at the Savoy during the blitz, but I was there

fairly often in the years after 1941, by which date the

blitz had become to habitues of the Savoy a kind of

fantastic dream that could not imaginably be repeated. As
for the buzz-bombs, which I consider the most unpleasant
form of offensive action I have experienced, they seemed
as harmless as pigeons as soon as one entered the Savoy.
Those that fell near, however, even in the river itself,

did much damage by blast.

When the Restaurant was closed, Carroll Gibbons

played with a small band in the Abraham Lincoln Room,
which \^as already equipped as a shelter ;

when the Lincoln

Room was converted for sleeping he played in the River

Room, which was protected by blast walls many feet

thick, and he played in various rooms until the Restaurant

was finally reopened. Dancing did not stop for a single

night, even though at first it was in and out of the scaffold-

ing put in to reinforce the ceiling, nor was the Cabaret

closed down ; but the menace from the air never gave quite
that sense of clutching desperately at the fugitive hour

which the dancers conveyed in the middle of the First

World War.
For me a vivid memory of the Savoy during the Second

World War is that of the American correspondents who
made the hotel their home and headquarters, and of these

correspondents, and Hannen SwafFer and many others,

sitting night after night in the dim Entrance Hall until the
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small hours ; of the professional pessimism of the lovable

Larry Rue, the Pickwickian optimism of Quentin Reynolds,
and the peculiar characteristics of how many more. I do

not recall so diverse a company, and yet when I reconjure
the individuals of which it was composed, every one of

whom was disagreeing with his neighbour's armchair

strategy, I am less aware of diversity than of an impressive

unity which might stand as a glowing symbol of that

fundamental unity of Britain and the United States to

which the Savoy can claim it has contributed so much to

promote and sustain. It is appropriate that the most
familiar figure in the world today should be so particularly
familiar a figure in the Savoy. If ever another flying arch

should be built to link two portions of the Savoy and that

arch should require an effigy to preside over it like Peter of

Savoy, what more suitable effigy than that of Winston

Spencer Churchill?

It would be impossible in the space of this brief account

even to enumerate the various wartime activities of which
the Savoy was the centre. It is enough to say that it

remained as securely the centre of the mundane life of

London as it remains today.
I recall an evening in November 1943 when Mr. J.

Arthur Rank gave a great party to celebrate the first

presentation of some film. I recall that evening for two
reasons. First, because it was the last time during the war
that I saw the champagne flow as prodigally as ever ; and

secondly, because Mr. Duff Cooper, now Lord Norwich,
had just ceased to be Chancellor ofthe Duchy of Lancaster,
in which guise he would have been in his own realm at
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the Savoy, and was on the point of leaving for Algiers as

the British representative to the French Committee of

National Liberation. At that date the appointment looked

a sticky one, but under the encouragement of champagne
I was resolutely optimistic.

'You'll be Ambassador to France within a year,
3

I pro-

phesied, under the influence of the sun of 1928 whose vin-

tage we were drinking.
And sure enough a year later I walked into the Grill

Room of the Savoy and was able to greet the British

Ambassador to France lunching at the table on the right
of the door. This seems to me a nice example of wine's

verity.
But of all the celebrated figures in the Savoy during those

war years the one that stands out clearest in my memory
is Lady Oxford. She was there throughout the worst times

of 1941, and was an anxiety to the staff because when the

bombs were falling she always refused to go down to the

shelters and insisted on remaining in her own room to

write letters. That was like her independence and her

courage; I never knew a woman with more of either.

Toward the end she became a ghost of herself, and I see

her now in memory during those years as the ghost of all

the years of the Savoy's life until she died in 194.^. When
the Savoy was opened Margot Asquith was in her brilliant

prime, and when in 1894 she married the Home Secretary
in Lord Rosebery's Cabinet we may fancy that many a

diner in the old Restaurant panelled with mahogany talked

about the match that night. We have a reflection of her

brilliancy in E. F. Benson's novel Dodo, but we have a
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better reflection still in her own autobiography, the frank-

ness of which shocked so many less brilliant women when
it was published, but which a century hence will tell

posterity what existence was like for the fortunate minority
in the last twenty years of Queen Victoria's reign with an

authentic vitality beyond the scope of most of her con-

temporaries even to capture, let alone to evoke upon the

printed page.
And as the influence of the Savoy grew steadily through

the Edwardian decade, so grew the influence of Margot
Asquith upon the social life of the time

;
both she and die

Savoy were always a little ahead of their time. And as

the Savoy came through the First World War to be as

much up-to-date as ever, so did Margot Oxford. A ghost
she was at the end, a ghost of beauty and rank an'd fashion,

a faint echo of her own wit, but I never saw her look

round as if to greet some familiar face no longer there

without an emotion of gratitude that in the Savoy she was
able to feel herself at home in her own world. As I write

these words, I note that the date is the anniversary of

Lady Oxford's death, a few days before Hiroshima. I salute

the memory of a wonderful woman.
It is time now to be writing of the Savoy today, and to

find how much of the past sixty years, how much, indeed,
of the past six hundred years, endures, and how little its

essential shape has changed.
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Chapter Seven

THE SPIRIT OF TODAY

I

HAD just sat down to begin this chapter when I was

fetched to the telephone to answer a call from

London. It was a newspaper ringing up to ask for

my definition of greatness in a writer. I doubt if the

definition was
satisfactory, because my mind at that

moment was preoccupied with trying to find a definition

for the greatness of an'hotel. But I did say one thing about

a writer which can be applied to an hotel. I suggested that

a great writer must be able to communicate life to the

future, when the externals of contemporary life, which so

often provide an illusion of life if accurately observed and

recorded, have vanished. That seems to me equally

applicable to the greatness of an hotel. From the August

day in 1889 when it was first opened the Savoy has been

the mirror of its period, but year in year out it has never

for a moment ceased to possess a creative life of its own,

and therefore one never hears it said that the Savoy is

no longer the leading hotel in Europe.
True greatness is almost always approachable and always

immune from the contempt which familiarity is supposed
to breed* What is the formula that enables an hotel to
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put a resident or a casual visitor quite so quickly at ease,

makes them quite so completely at home ? The Savoy has

the unmistakable stamp of a well-bred host by whom
every guest is made to feel particularly welcome. I have

pondered on the secret of this hospitable ease, but ifit were

readily discoverable it would not be so remarkable. In

the end one falls back on the two words c

imaginative
direction* to explain why an international hotel of mun-
dane renown can provide not merely the now legendary
comfort to which every well-run English house once

aspired, but at the same time the hospitality of the

United States, the gemutlichkeit of Vienna and the chic

of Paris. The American appeal of the Savoy has always
been a strong one: today that appeal seems more potent
than ever. It is true that the days when Indian ruling

princes were able to occupy whole floors of the Savoy for

themselves may have passed, but the Maharajas and their

suites still come, often five and six princes at a time. But
we need not sigh for the old days when we saw a couch in

the Entrance Hall graced by some beautiful Ranee of India

or Begum of Pakistan, conveying by the serenity of her
attitude something of that new relationship between the

people of Britain and the people of India and Pakistan.

Not less important than the ability of the hotel to make
Americans and Asians feel at home, and much more
difficult, is the ability of the hotel to make the Englishman
and his wife feel at home. When the Savoy was first

opened, many of those in what was then called
*

Society'
must have felt that the new hotel, with its policy of

creating a public restaurant, to attract non-residents, was
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a challenge to Society's belief that only within the family
circle was it possible to enjoy the amenity of existence,

cultivated and slowly ripened through the years. Today
for the children and grandchildren of those who made up
that exclusive Society, the Savoy and other London hotels

and restaurants have unobtrusively assumed many of the

social responsibilities of the town houses of the past.
When the South African millionaires broke down the

defences of Society by bombarding it with diamonds and

golden nuggets during the decade after the Savoy opened,
it took them very little time to forget that there ever had

been any defences. That is equally true of every other kind

of new wealth, and let it be remembered that in the days
of the Tudors there was a vast amount of new wealth

acquired much less reputably than the new wealth of

yesterday and today. We have seen in the last forty years *

a new moneyed class arrive in this country, the sources of

whose wealth are more varied than ever before, and in

consequence we are much better able to appreciate the

American attitude to money and have ceased to regard the

spending of it on the transient pleasures of life as slightly

vulgar. We no longer bring up our children to regard an

expression of enjoyment in their food as the breach of

good manners it was considered in the Victorian code.

Everybody who venerates good food, good wine and good
cigars will be grateful to the Savoy for exercising with the

utmost discretion a continuously epicurean influence.

Do many of those who respond to that influence realize

how much they owe to it for their well-being or ever ask

themselves how that influence is achieved ? No, the majority
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take it for granted. After all, to be able to take things for

granted is one of the amenities of civilized existence, and
in my experience there are few hotels in any country
where the visitors can take so much for granted as in the

Savoy. Occasionally a guest takes just a little too much for

granted, like the Bisley competitor who decided to prac-
tise with his revolver at a target fixed up on the wall of his

room in the middle of the night, and alarmed his neigh-
bour in the next room into ringing down to say that a

murder was being committed in Number 30.

I spoke just now of imaginative direction, and clearly
those two words are the ultimate explanation ofthe hotel's

influence. It began with Richard D'Oyly Carte and his

wife, Helen; it was continued by Rupert D'Oyly Carte,
son of Richard, in forty-one years of partnership with Sir

George Reeves-Smith, outstanding as an hotelier; today
the tradition is still maintained by Hugh Wontner, Miles

Thornewill, John Hannay and Bridget D'Oyly Carte.

There has always been imaginative direction: the crea-

tive arts have from the birth of the Savoy held a marked

preponderance among the Directors. From the theatre and
the world of music and entertainment came not only
Richard and Helen D'Oyly Carte, but Sir Arthur Sul-

livan, Michael Gunn, Manager of the Gaiety Theatre,

Dublin, the Earl of Lathom, who was Lord Chamberlain,
and then Rupert D'Oyly Carte and Sir George Reeves-

Smith (whose brother Harry Reeves-Smith was a dis-

tinguished actor), as well as Richard Collet, Managing
Director of the Savoy Theatre and General Manager of the

D'Oyly Carte Opera Company. Today the theatrical
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connection is still continued, as there is Hugh Wontner,
son of Arthur Wontner, the actor, and Bridget D'Oyly
Carte, who is the third generation of her family to join the

Board. Indeed, the family tradition counts for much in the

Savoy all through its staff; many are the sons and daughters,

grandsons and granddaughters, cousins and near relatives,

British, French, Swiss, Dutch, Belgian, Danish, Greek,
and a score of other nationalities, who follow from genera-
tion to generation at the Savoy.

This tradition was once again fulfilled by the recent

election as a Director of Lieutenant-General Sir Frederick

Browning, whose father, Colonel Freddie Browning, was

a Savoy Director before him, and who provides yet another

link with the creative arts and the theatre, for Lady

Browning is Daphne du Maurier.

Even in the realm of finance, the family relationship
has not been absent. Mr. Stanley Boulter, a great power
in the City, who married the widow of Richard D'Oyly
Carte, was for many years a Director, and today there is

Claud Serocold, friend of Rupert D'Oyly Carte, and long
the head of one of the largest financial institutions in the

City, who has been a Savoy Director for over thirty years.
The balance of knowledge has always been carefully

poised: for thirty years the legal training and long

experience of Miles Thornewill, an unmistakable Wyke-
hamist, has played a prominent part in this way. Another

lawyer who is on the Board is Major Frank Goldsmith,
who once defeated Bernard Shaw in an L.C.C. election. He
was later elected an M.P. and now directs from Paris many
well-known French hotels. Experience of the Press and
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of public relations is represented by John Hannay, who
became a Director in 1948.

Imaginative direction could produce little without the

aid of the craftsmen whose combined labour erected the

edifice, and imaginative direction at the Savoy is respon-
sible for getting the best out of the fifteen hundred human

beings whose united effort makes it possible for the guest
to take so much for granted. It may be argued that the

same can be said of any well-managed factory, and of

course that is true; but it is also true that the average

factory does not demand such a variety of accomplish-
ments to produce its wares. Every good factory is eager
to boast of the spirit of all for one and one for all among
its workmen, and of that loyalty to the firm which has

enabled it to face all kinds of commercial weather. The
workers themselves, however, do not come into personal
contact with those who acquire the result of their work-

manship. In a great hotel like the Savoy, even the latest

page-boy recruit has a personal responsibility for making
a good impression on the guests. The boy who empties
the ash trays in the Foyer at regular intervals has to perform
his task without seeming to interrupt the conversation, and

to choose the moment when the ash tray in his hand will

not be upset by some emphatic talker. He must, in fact,

empty ash trays in style.

I am sure that when Mr. James Townsend, the well-

known Head of the Gentlemen's Cloakrooms, came to the

Savoy as a page-boy of fourteen in the year 1891, he was
a particularly stylish page-boy, though he was probably
not called upon to empty ash trays in the Genoese Hall,
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because people did not smoke all over the place In those

days. 1891! The adventures of Sherlock Holmes were

appearing in the Strand Magazine, Common won the

Derby, I went to a prep-school, James Townsend donned
the uniform of the Savoy for the first time. And he is still

wearing that uniform, a slim distinguished-looking man
of military bearing, seventy-six years old. I asked him if

he could remember the first Homburg or Trilby hat

handed across his counter and the name of the daring
owner of it. This stumped him, but he thought it was

probably an American. What he did remember, with a

chuckle, was an occasion in the days when Ritz was

Manager, and a member of the Rothschild family came to

dine in the Restaurant. The latter handed to Townsend,
who was then a junior in the Gentlemen's Cloakroom,
what he thought was a collapsible opera hat. However,
when he started to 'collapse' it the hat broke; it was one

of the new stiff opera hats.

Sixty years ! If the Savoy had been old enough to have a

Head of the Gentlemen's Cloakrooms with sixty years'
service behind him when James Townsend arrived there

in July 1891, that impressive figure would have begun
his duties exactly one year after the death of George IV.

No wonder Mr. Townsend was chosen as the typical

figure of the Savoy staff to represent on the stage for the

scene set in the hotel in The Girlfrom Kayes-
Yet Mr. Townsend is not the only survivor of the

nineties. In that same period young Mr. Walter Hore
started as a junior clerk. He became Assistant Secretary
to the Company in 1908 and Secretary to the Company
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in 1929. Soon after Mr. Hore became Assistant Secretary,
the Secretary told him to go home and think out a new

system for keeping the books. The problem was so much
on his mind that he dreamed the solution that very night,
and on his return next morning to the office Mr. Hore
at once started the new system; over thirty years later,

it is still the system used for keeping the books of the

Savoy. This is a more encouraging tale than the poignant
dreams of night starvation.

Another veteran is Mr. Herbert Lawrence, the Head
Porter of the Court. He started in 1900 as an attendant

on the food lift at 133. a week and in due course became a

porter In Savoy Court when it was still exclusively made

up of private chambers. He returned from active service

with the Royal Engineers in the First World War to be
Head Porter of the Court, a post he still occupies thirty-
five years later. The Court has long been a part of the

hotel, but it has never lost its individuality, and there are

many regular clients who would insist on having a suite

in the Court rather than one of those exquisite riverside

suites looking across the tops of the plane-trees up and
down the Thames, and away to the high ground of Surrey,
where once upon a time the Crystal Palace used to glitter
like a great diamond in the sun's eye. It would be an

exaggeration to say that Mr. Lawrence regards the other

side of the hotel as a parvenu compared with the Court,
because he would have to admit that the latter was built

after the hotel. At the same time, he manages to convey
that residence in the Court is a privilege of which every-

body who has the good fortune to be granted it is always
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aware. He is able to suggest that the Court is the last

repository of London life that was. Yet I must not picture
Mr. Lawrence as a reactionary in the hotel world: the

tone in his voice as he told me that when he first came to

the Savoy there were only five bathrooms on each floor

was not the querulous tone of Horace's praiser of things
as they were once upon a time.

I think of those old tenants in Savoy Court and hear like

castanets the sound ofa horse's hooves on the wood-paving
of the Strand late at night and the shrill single whistle for

a hansom and the paper-boys at dusk crying 'All the

winners'. I see the red and blue and green and white

omnibuses and the tickets strewn like confetti in the

gutters and the red-coated scavengers, and the black and

orange news boards of the Pall Mall Gazette, and how many
other colours that have now faded from the Strand. The
sounds are still and the colours have faded, but as I talk

to James Townsend and Herbert Lawrence they grow loud

and bright again as once upon a time. It is a long stretch

from those early days of Townsend and Lawrence at the

Savoy to the present era of jet-propulsion. Yet it is

bridged by Lawrence's son, who, trained by the Savoy,
is now with B.O.A.C. instructing the stewards and air-

hostesses who wait with such quiet and well-mannered

efficiency upon the traveller in mid-air. Indeed, the policy
which Richard D'Oyly Carte set for the Savoy of always

being up-to-date (or if possible a little ahead) has in

recent times led more and more to a close association

with the great developments in transport, especially in

the air. Another Savoy man, Dudley Gibbons, directs the
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catering services of B.E. A., and today the Savoy is the only
hotel to maintain its own airport service, just as it was the

first to do this for shipping.
It does not strain the least imaginative mind to realize

how much of an hotel's vitality depends upon the Manager,
and Mr. W. A. Hofflin is himself vitality personified. Like

his great predecessor Ritz and many other hoteliers of

renown, he is Swiss. He came to London after the First

World War and was engaged at the Berkeley, where Sir

George Reeves-Smith, Managing Director of the Savoy,
was then living. Some years later, Mr. Hofflin was moved
to the Savoy, and his ability led him quickly to the posi-
tion of Assistant Manager. At the beginning of the Second

World War, the General Manager was Mr. Gilles, who
had been at the Savoy many years, and when he left, after

a career of great distinction, Mr. Hofflin was appointed to

succeed him. I think what revealed to me most clearly
the essence of a good hotelier was a passing remark made
to me by Mr. Hoffiin. We were both in the company of

two prominent Americans, one of whom asked him why
he did not pay a visit to the United States.

*You'd have a wonderful time!'

'But I couldn't afford it/ Mr. Hofflin replied.
'What do you mean, you couldn't afford it?'

Til tell you. I would make so many friends and I would

enjoy great hospitality, and then when I came back to the

Savoy I would get cables from New York to reserve suites

for many who had been so kind to me, and there might
not be suites available and what kind of a figure would I

cut then?'
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I asked Mr. Hofflin once if he had ever been flummoxed

by a situation in the Savoy. He said the worst moment he
remembered was when General de Gaulle gave a party in

the Lancaster Room for the Free French assembled in

London. Estimates of numbers proved hopelessly \vrong
and over fifteen hundred turned up. The doors had
to be closed wrhile some hundreds stood outside trying to

get in.

The war period provided Mr. Hofflin with great respon-
sibilities, as well as anxieties. The frequent visits of the

Prime Minister, Mr. Winston Churchill, were one reason,
but these visits gave everyone at the Savoy a sense of

pride. Sir Winston has always liked the Savoy, and even
when he bore the great weight of directing the war at its

worst periods, he still went there the hotel that he had

patronized for more than half a century. He endeavoured

always to attend the meetings of the Other Club, which
were held once a month during the Parliamentary Session,

usually in the Pinafore Room at the Savoy. The Club was
founded by Sir Winston and Lord Birkenhead before the

1914 War, and it still goes on with Sir Winston Churchill

as President.

Visitors to the Savoy will recall the large white metal

paper-baskets. One day Sir Winston said:

*I like those large ash trays of yours in the Savoy. Will

you get me a dozen for Chartwell?'

'Ash trays?' Mr. Hofflin exclaimed, and then he realized

what Sir Winston meant.

If I were an Arnold Bennett, I would have extracted

from the General Manager a fascinating programme of his
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daily activities and responsibilities, but I was content to

enjoy his high spirits and inexhaustible vitality.

The Assistant Manager, Mr. Arthur Collard, is also full

of high spirits. He started at Claridge's and after many
years* experience was sent by the Savoy to New York to

take charge of their office there. The Directors brought
him back from America in 1947 to become Assistant

Manager of the Savoy, with which he has now been
associated some twenty-five years. I was talking to him
about some of the veterans of the staff and he reminded
me that there were a good many veteran clients as welL

*We have quite a few who have been staying regularly
at the Savoy on and off for over fifty years.

5

Another very important figure at the Savoy is Mr.
C. C. Toye, the Head of the Staff Office, and that means
the welfare, discipline and efficiency of some fifteen hun-
dred people. He has been at the Savoy since 19 i, and

during the war was the efficient and popular head of the

A.R.P. Services, directing a large organization and staff.

I contemplated with bewilderment the complicated

problem of making the Savoy appear to run itself in order

that every guest may feel from the moment he drives up
to the entrance of the hotel that the mechanism of service

runs without effort, without sound, and without rest.

It was by Mrs. Pugh, the Head Housekeeper, that I was
reminded of the daily conference held every morning by
the heads of departments with Mr. Hofflin in the chair;
the curious may read of the conduct of such a conference

in Imperial Palace.

I asked Mrs. Pugh how she came to be Head House-
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keeper, and she told me that she had met Mr. Rupert
D'Oyly Carte when she was matron of a hospital where
he had been a patient for a while, and that he had invited

her to accept her present post, just then vacated by the

famous Mrs. Butler, who had been with the Savoy since

before the First World War, and was retiring. I thought to

myself what an accurate judge Rupert D'Oyly Carte must
have been of the right person in the right place, Mrs.

Pugh has three head housekeepers, seven housekeepers,

seventy chambermaids and forty cleaners under her, and
it was pleasant to meet someone who did not consider

that her staff were not so good as they used to be.

It has long been a feature of the Savoy that it has relied

more and more on its own resources to provide its

requirements, so that it always has at its disposal expert
assistance in whatever direction this is needed. Just as,

for example, the Savoy makes its own beds and bedding
and some of its own furniture, so it also does its own

building and decorating, which accounts for the way in

which important alterations and improvements can be
carried through so quickly without interrupting the normal

life of the hotel. These activities come under the direction

of Miss Bridget D'Oyly Carte, and it is Miss Peggy Rudd,
for some time assistant to Mr. Rupert D'Oyly Carte,

who is Head of the Furnishing Departments of the hotel.

With well over 2,000 rooms, nearly all different, and

miles of corridors, this is a task indeed. She has a highly
skilled staff of many different trades, who deal with

carpets, curtains, covers, lamp shades, bedspreads, the

repair and making of furniture, the design ofnew schemes
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and much else. Quite a large factory, separate from the

Savoy, is kept busy all the time. It is one of Miss Rudd's

difficulties that she is so often asked by visitors who stay
at the Savoy for the name of the firm that makes the beds.

When Miss Rudd replies that the Savoy in its own factory
makes its own beds, she is asked if she can supply them,
and this means not only in Great Britain, but to the four

corners of the globe. It is only, I gather, on very rare

occasions that this is done, as it is not desired to enter into

the bed- and mattress-making business except for the hotel,

and, anyway, the Savoy, it seems, would prefer its visitors

to sleep soundly in the hotel even if they cannot always
do so in their own homes.

Also under the general direction of Miss D'Oyly Carte

are the building and decorating departments of the Savoy,
ofwhich departments Mr. E. C. L. George is the Manager.
He is by comparison with many others a newcomer to the

Savoy, but there is no doubt about the importance of the

activities he directs: the number of different trades and the

size and resources of his organization alone make it ap-

parent that this is regarded by the Savoy as a very important

part of the work of the hotel. In fact, Mr. George has

his own headquarters in a separate building (which was

designed and built by the Savoy), and he is ready to carry
out anything from small repairs to the erection of a new
hotel. One of Mr. George's most recent achievements

was to alter the eighth floor overlooking the river so as

to provide entirely new- rooms of a fresh type in time for

the Festival of Britain visitors. When I saw him he was
still pensive about the mass of forms he had had to fill up
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and sign for different Ministries and public authorities,

and the number of plans and explanatory memoranda he
had had to submit.

While I was talking to Miss Rudd, I was thinking what
fun it must be to play a part like hers in the furnishing of

the Savoy, where comfortand taste are allowedpermutations
of infinite variety. I felt the same about the job of Mrs.

Bannerman, until recently the Head of the Florist Depart-
ment. However, she, or her successor, Miss Marshall,
did have to be up every morning in time to reach Covent
Garden by 5.30 a.m. Besides the flowers she is able to

buy there, some flowers are specially grown for the

Savoy by private growers. Mrs. Bannerman, and now her

successor, can call on the services of a manageress and

assistant, of four shop assistants, four head decorators

and four junior decorators. Between them they are respon-
sible for the flowers round the hotel, in the Savoy Res-

taurant and the Savoy Grill, the American Bar and else-

where, and also for those exquisite vases of flowers in the

private suites, and for all the floral decorations at the

banquets and private parties. In addition, there is the shop
in the Front Hall to provide sprays and bouquets and

bunches of cut flowers.

I asked Mrs. Bannerman about her problems. One was

the warmth of the rooms, which, however grateful to

their occupants, is less friendly to flowers and causes a

premature wilting. Another problem was to secure variety

of blooms, and Mrs. Bannerman was insistent on the

opportunity for private growers to supply more kinds of

flowers.
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'You'll have to fire Roy Heath's enthusiasm the waiter

on the fifth floor/ I told her, and -went on to explain
that Heath had had one book about rare alpine plants

published, that another was coming out this autumn and

that he was going to write a weekly article in Amateur

Gardening.
I must say I find it exhilarating to be discussing "with

a floor-waiter the comparative beauty of rare bulbous

irises and the difficulty each one offers to the enthusiast.

'Why don't you give up waiting and devote yourself

entirely to the rock-garden?' I asked him.

'I prefer to remain an amateur, and I like being in the

Savoy,
' he replied. A good answer.

On another occasion I was staying at the Court, and the

floor-waiter who brought in my breakfast commented :

'Still faithful to your coffee and grape-fruit for breakfast

after thirty years.'

'How did you know my tastes?'

'I used to bring you your coffee and grape-fruit when

you were staying at the Royal Hotel, Guernsey, in 192 i

just after you had leased Harm and Jethou.'
How much we owe to waiters, and I take this oppor-

tunity of recording my thanks to them for all that waiters

have done to make the fugitive hour well spent.
The progress of a waiter resembles the progress of a

soldier, and every commis has the equivalent of a field-

marshal's baton under his long white apron. There can

hardly be a restaurateur, owner or manager in the world
who did not start as a commis, and why the latter never

trip up over those aprons as they hurry back and forth
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from the kitchen to the restaurant is'to me a perpetual
wonder. The next step is to shed the apron and become
either a chief waiter serving food or a wine butler. Then
comes promotion to Station Head Waiter, each of whom
is responsible for seven or eight tables, or if he is a wine
butler to Station Wine Butler. They have reached the

rank of lieutenant-colonels by now, and from that a select

few rise higher still to the rank of 3rd Head Waiter and

3rd Wine Butler. Mr. Chiappine is the 3rd Head Waiter
in the Savoy Restaurant. Above him is Mr. Oehrli, and
then there is the 2nd Wine Butler. After the latter, in

charge of every wine butler is the ist Wine Butler, none
other than Mr. Desire, one of the very well-known per-
sonalities of the Savoy, whose distinction and shy smiles

have graced the Savoy Restaurant since the great days of

Santarelli and before. Then in charge of the whole

Restaurant, commis waiters, wine butlers and head waiters

is Mr. Charles, the ist Head Waiter or Maltre d'Hotel.

The hierarchy is not even yet complete. Mr. Amanda is

the Restaurant Manager, and his responsibility includes

also the Private Salons, named after the Gilbert and Sulli-

van operas. These famous rooms are separately managed
by Mr. Marc under Mr. Amanda.

It is an interesting fact that the first Manager of the

Savoy Restaurant was Cesar Ritz, and the post which
he created has attracted many of the most famous

restaurateurs of the past fifty years. None was better-liked

or more successful than the much-lamented Santarelli,

whose charm, good looks and tact made him altogether

outstanding. Today one may eat in any hotel or restaurant
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of note in the world and find a waiter, or even several,

who during their career have worked in the Savoy.
Distinct and separate from the Restaurant is the Savoy

Grill, with a clientele quite its own, a cuisine entirely

independent of the rest of the hotel, with Alban, col-

league of Escoffier, as master chef, and under the skilled

management of Luigi. This is the best-known and most
successful Grill Room in Europe.

In fact, Amanda of the Restaurant and Luigi of the

Grill are personalities as different from one another as

the Restaurant and the Grill, but they have in common that

distinction only Italy in all the world can give, a distinction

which so many pictures have immortalized. In quattrocento

Florence or in cinquecento Perugia, in the retinue of a

Medici or a Sforza or for that matter in the retinue of

Peter of Savoy himself, either would be as completely
characteristic as they are where they are in this twentieth

century of ours.

There are many waiters who do not for various reasons

achieve the heights, but who nevertheless are notable.

Such a one for instance is 'Pop' Macchi, who has been at

the Savoy since 1914, but whose benign and venerable

appearance belying his actual age might have made him a

contemporary of such a veteran as James Townsend.
Macchi has remained a wine butler, but there was hardly
'a name renowned in the world of the restaurant of whom
he could not say *Yes, he was with me in such and such a

year* . He had lately inherited a little farm near Turin and he
will retire to it some day. I wish him Horatian contentment.

I have not yet mentioned Maitre Laplanche, Head of the
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Restaurant kitchens, and successor to the famous Francois

Latry, -who reigned there as a chef with such distinction

for so many years and now has retired to France. It is a

fascinating experience to pass from the Restaurant into

those kitchens which, by the way, Maitre Laplanche told

me with a smile such as with which one could fancy a chef

might anticipate his supreme culinary triumph, is presently
to be entirely refashioned. Already, I hear, much has

since been done. Maitre Laplanche, who came to the

Savoy in 1925, has nearly 100 cooks under him and is

responsible for the food at the banquets as well as in the

Restaurant. He starts work at n a.m., sometimes earlier,

and usually goes on until midnight, with a break in the

afternoon. I remain baffled by the mind which can control

100 cooks, but the proof of the pudding is in the eating.
I gazed with astonishment at one cook drawing dozens of

fowls, at another dissecting as many lobsters. I watched

an artist making flowers out of coloured 'sugar. I eyed
with respect a pastrycook so much preoccupied with his

task that he seemed in the course of it to have been

transformed into animate dough. Maitre Laplanche showed
me round his kitchens with the accomplished ciceronage
of Virgil conducting Dante round the Inferno. Let me
hasten to add that the comparison is suggested by the

ovens, not the cooks. I caught a glimpse of an automatic

washer, the plates of which jogging along reminded me of

the oysters running to accept the invitation of the Walrus

and the Carpenter. And then, the tour complete, I saw

and talked to Maitre Laplanche in his little office about

food; it was a memorable experience.
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On my way from the kitchen I had a brief word with

Mr. Spilling, the Comptroller of Supplies, who has been
at the Savoy for over fifty-seven years. He was originally

appointed soon after Ritz left the Savoy, and ever since

he has been at his post. What a link with the past he

provides! Mr. Spilling is certainly one of the proverbial
characters of the Savoy. When the staff of the hotel

presented to Sir George Reeves-Smith a bronze bust of

himself by the American sculptor, Jo Davidson, it was
Mr. Spilling who was asked to make the presentation.

Another well-known personality in this part of the

Savoy is Mr. Peter Fordyce, the chief baker, who is an

Aberdonian and has also been at the Savoy for more than

fifty years. He was genuinely surprised when I recognized
his place of origin the moment he opened his mouth.

'You don't think fifty years of London can change the

accent of Aberdeen? 3

I exclaimed.

Mr. Fordyce told me that in his jubilee year the Savoy

bakery was busier than it had ever been in his memory.
cOur bread consumption every week requires forty-

eight bags of flour each weighing 140 Ib. That's three tons

of flour. We can make a thousand rolls at a time in one

oven, and the 4,^00 rolls eaten every day are baked fresh

for every meal. We buy special Hovis flour and bake our
own Hovis loaves. Fifty of them are eaten daily. Nowadays
people eat Hovis with anything, even with oysters.*

After
fifty years Mr. Fordyce will soon be retiring, and

the Savoy will lose not only a wonderful baker, but one
of the most charming members of its staff.

'Retirement's all right,' I said, *as long as one has some-
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thing one's really keen about to compensate for one's

work/
C

I breed budgerigars,' said Mr. Fordyce.
6You' 11 have to breed white ones/ I told him with a

smile.

*Ay, they're rare and they're pretty expensive, but

they're lovely to look at/ Mr. Fordyce agreed; he was not

going to treat budgerigars like flour.

While I am writing of Savoy personalities of the past

fifty years, I must mention yet another distinguished

Savoyard. He is Mr, Reginald Bentley, a jovial and friendly
member of the Directors* staff and for so long the private

secretary to Sir George Reeves-Smith, the late Managing
Director. Since Sir George's death in 1941, Mr. Bentley
has been assistant to Mr. Hugh Wontner, the present

Managing Director. As Sir George's secretary, he became
a very well-known figure in the hotel and restaurant

trade, and indeed almost a legendary one. In the wine

trade, he has long been one of its best-known personalities,
as Sir George always selected and tasted all the wines the

Savoy required (which Mr. Wontner does today), and
the arrangements were in the hands of Mr. Bentley. It was

my privilege to assist one day at the tasting of the 1 949
hocks which were expected not merely to rival but per-

haps even to surpass in the rich chronicles of wine the

noble hocks of 1921. Those slim forty-niners standing at

attention held the gold of that wonderful summer of only
four years ago : the forty-niners of a century since did not

hold anything more precious in the virgin gold of Cali-

fornia; and as we left the little room after the rapid and
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elusive tasting of each one in turn, I thought with Martial

Amphora nan meruit tarn pretiosa mori, so rare a bottle did

not merit death. However, if the gods were good to me
and a Dionysian benignity in Mr. Bentley's expression

gave me confidence I hoped to be in at the death of some
of those forty-niners in the near future.

With Mr. Boot, I explored the cellars not the great
cellars of the Savoy on the other side of the river, but

large enough to hold the wines, spirits and liqueurs that

have to be ready for the guest who may order them, and

that requires space enough. There must be few, if any,

hotels, here or abroad, that have such a selection and

variety of the great wines of the world. The value of this

stock must be very great, for the Savoy is probably the

largest buyer of wine in the hotel business in Europe. I

have not seen so many bottles of whisky since the wreck
of the s.s. Politician off Eriskay, which gave the islanders

the finest lilt since one of them composed the Eriskay
Love Lilt. I was proud to be able to tell Mr. Boot that all

of us who had helped in the making of the film Whisky
Galore were given a wonderful dinner in the Pinafore

Room by the Distillers.

From thoughts of wine and whisky the fancy moves

easily to thoughts of song. It was in 1927 that Carroll

Gibbons, now the Director of Entertainment at the Savoy,
took over the Savoy Orpheans from Debroy Somers.

Howard Jacobs looked after the tea-time music. The

Savoy Orpheans became die Savoy Sylvians later. In 1928
Percival Mackay came to the Savoy, and in the following

year Geraldo started his Gauchos Band, tangos being the
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staple tunes. From 1933 to 1939 Geraldo and Carroll

Gibbons alternated. In 1940 there were only five players
in the Band, but in 1944 they were increased to ten.

In 1945* Alfred Salisbury was brought in as a relief to play
waltzes only. In 1946 Roberto Inglez came to the Savoy
and since then he and Carroll Gibbons have shared the

dance music. No dance-band leader can ever have been

regarded with greater affection than Carroll Gibbons.

His audience feel for him the same kind of regard that

children feel for teddy bears. Like Theodore Roosevelt,
who inspired the original prefix, Carroll Gibbons is a

New Englander with the extremely soft kind of Bostonian

accent that we over here associate with the Southerner.

His
*

good-night, everybody* has had for innumerable

listeners who never cross the threshold of the Savoy the

effect of a soothing tisane.

I asked him about dance music today and this was the

reply he drawled:

'Why, it has gone around the circle and we're back

again in the 1920*5 with waltzes as the favourites/

One of the triumphs of the Restaurant has been that in

spite of relaxing the rule about evening dress during the

Festival of Britain there has never been a hint of dowdiness.

All the same, many devotees of the Savoy will be glad
when evening dress in the Restaurant can return with full

rigour.
It seems a far cry from Carroll Gibbons sitting at the

piano and from the dancers on that perfectly lighted
dance-floor to the Front Hall in the middle of the morning,
but the skill with which arrivals are arranged makes the
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Front Hall take as tranquil a pattern as the deliberate

decorativeness of the Restaurant.

How the Reception Manager, whose responsibilities

begin on the other side of the Atlantic, and do not diminish

at Cherbourg or Southampton, Heathrow or Northolt,
where the Savoy couriers are waiting, succeeds in remaining
as calm as marble baffles the lay spectator of his activities.

The training for this position at an hotel like the Savoy
is a severe test. Until his tragic accident in France in the

summer of 195-2, Mr. Michon was head of the Savoy

Reception, a post made famous by Victor, now retired.

Mr. Michon started his training in Florence and went on
to the Ritz in Budapest, where the Duke and Duchess of

Windsor used to stay. He recalled to me an occasion when
the Manager of the Ritz instructed him to stand outside

their suite and prevent their being disturbed. When the

Duke found out about Mr. Michon* s task he invited him
to come into the sitting-room and make himself com-
fortable. While he was sitting there, the Duchess was

arranging the flowers in the suite, a job she always made
her own.

Mr. Michon used to recall to me how, just before the

second war when Chaliapin, Maria Caniglia, Gigli and

other operatic stars were all staying at the Savoy at the

same time, they used to meet in the foyer every day at

lunchtime and go walking down into the Restaurant,

singing the Quartette from Rigoletto. Gigli is often at the

Savoy and seldom pays a visit without singing in his suite

or in the corridor. The connection with great artists

has, in fact, always been a close one. Pavlova danced in
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the Savoy Restaurant, Melba inspired Escoffier in the

Savoy kitchens to invent the famous peche Melba, Tettraz-

zini sang at the Savoy and Noel Coward was heard

composing at his piano in a river suite. From the river

rooms, Sir Giles Gilbert Scott watched the progress of

the new Waterloo Bridge which he had designed. How
many people who are a part of history have stayed at the

Savoy!
Next to the Reception Office in the Hall is the Savoy

Enquiry Office. Mr. Fred Snow is the Head Enquiry
Clerk. He succeeded Mr. Leatt, who had the reputation
that he could conjure up in no time whatever was

required, from an elephant to a packet of pins. Snow was
his assistant, having started as a page at the Savoy in 1928.
The Enquiry Office deals with information of all kinds,

and in addition to his own staff, Mr. Snow commands

twenty-five pages of between fifteen and eighteen years

old, and when they leave to do their military service they
should make good soldiers.

If I had not already planned to write more books than

I can hope to write, I should plan to write a book about

head porters. I look back at the head porters I have known
in the course ofmy travels and I realize that I have learned

more worldly wisdom from them than from all the states-

men I have met. Head porters have some of the character-

istics of regimental sergeant-majors, but their outlook is

much wider and their knowledge of humanity, like Sam
Weller's of London, is extensive and peculiar. Mr. John
Hansen, the Head Porter of the Savoy, is an outstanding
classic figure in a profession which has produced many
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classic figures. Under a countenance of almost oriental

inscrutability lie conceals the perfect sense of humour,but
his stories require a spaciousness of narrative for which the

size of this book does not provide an opportunity.
I asked him. once about the emergencies a Head Porter

is sometimes called upon to face.

'Well, I remember when Delysia arrived at the hotel

one day back from a tour of Egypt and among her luggage
was a large basket. When one of the porters carried it to

the lift, what do you think popped out of it? Two snakes!

'Then I remember one morning when a Maharaja
wanted to buy a bullet-proof jacket. I suggested a place
where he could find one, and when he came back to the

hotel with it, what do you think he asked? He asked one

of the porters to put it on so that he could take a shot at

him and see if it worked I

s

'And did it?* I asked, for the porters at the Savoy are

always so obliging that it would not have surprised me at

all to hear that the porter had immediately donned the

jacket and stood up to the bullet. However, at thatmoment
Mr. Hansen was called away to advise one of the guests
about a matter which had nothing to do with bullet-proof

jackets.

Night-time in the Savoy has been so inimitably depicted

by Arnold Bennett in his novel Imperial Palace that it

would be foolish to attempt another description. There is

such an air of almost ecclesiastical discretion about Mr.

Caviglioni who is the Head of Night Reception that I

would as soon think of questioning a Papal Chamberlain
as him. One of his tasks is to prepare a report of what
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happens every night for Mr. Hoffiin to read next morning,
and once or twice I was on the verge of asking Mr.

Caviglioni to ... but I looked at this distinguished
ascetic figure and refrained. Mr. A. D. Marini, long the

Night Manager ofthe Savoy and once an actor (he appeared
with Lena Ashwell and Arthur Wontner in Madame X) 9

now flourishes on the habit of turning day into night, and
as much can be said for Mr. Cowing, the Night Porter.

Nevertheless, there is a cloistral feeling about that Front

Hall at night, even when the guests are still dancing in the

Restaurant, and this cloistral feeling pervades every floor

to such an extent that it seems almost a sacrilege to ring
for the floor-waiter and order a hot meal at 3 a.m. Yet if

one did give such an order the floor-waiter would accept
it as a matter of course, as the service of the Savoy con-

tinues all round the clock.

Lastly I come to the supreme example of what makes
the Savoy unique among the hotels as a self-contained unit.

The original electric light of the hotel was made by a

fair-engine. Mr. D'Oyly Carte was a pioneer in the use of

electricity, as he was in many other things, and just as

the Savoy Theatre was the first in the world to be lit by
electric light, so the Savoy Hotel was the first to be

equipped with its own power-plant, which is, incidentally,
the oldest power-station in Great Britain. It provides as

much power and light to the Savoy Hotel and its properties
in and around the Strand as would be needed for the whole

of the City of Cambridge, or a town as large as Scarborough.
Mr. W. L. Sayer, who manages this part of the Savoy

undertaking, took me to see the formidable power-house.
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I am a duffer about grasping what machinery does, but

Mr. Sayer was able to make even such a duffer as myself

appreciate the ingenuity and efficiency of these engines
which use the waste steam to heat the hotel and for cooking
and other purposes, control its air-conditioning (the

Savoy was the first hotel to have air-conditioning, which
was started there in 192 i), soften the water pumped up
800 feet from the deepest well in London, and supply the

abundant electricity for lights, lifts, pumps and machinery
of all kinds. In the early days ofthe B.B.C. the Savoy used to

supply the energy at Savoy Hill when the Savoy Orpheans
were broadcasting six nights a week. Before the Festival

of Britain took over the offices in Savoy Court, they were
the offices of the Electricity Commissioners, and in a

truly Gilbertian spirit the Savoy used to provide their

electricity.

During the strikes after the last war, one thing that could

have stopped the Savoy from carrying on was the failure

of the supply of oil, and the pickets outside (who were
unconnected with the Savoy) made every effort to stop
the lorries getting through, even to the extent of lying in

their path. The scenes that ensued were on the front page
of every newspaper, and many "were the offers received

from all over the country to support the Savoy. One day
Sir Alan Herbert asked if he could drive a lorry in.

*I don't mind if I only drive it a hundred yards,' he

said, *as long as you let me drive it/

As we were on our way out from that mighty aggrega-
tion of engines underneath the hotel we turned aside into

Mr. Overington's sanctum. Mr. Overington, who has been
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with the hotel for twenty-nine years, is in charge of all the

nuts and screws and bolts for every type of machinery in the

hotel, and it is reckoned that he has nearly a million

different nuts and screws and bolts. Nearly a million!

Nobody is allowed a nut or a screw or a bolt until he has

seen Mr. Overington. Being what I am, I was more pro-

foundly impressed by Mr. Overington than any of the

mechanical marvels I had witnessed. Nearly a million!

From the Engine Room we went up to the roof to see the

air being fetched in and washed before being delivered to

the inside of the hotel. It would be excessive flattery to

say that the hotel thus surveyed is a beautiful architectural

monument: it is not. It looks a muddle of glazed white

bricks, and it seems incredible that inside that exterior

is so much decorative beauty and luxurious comfort.

However, in the situation it occupies, the hotel presents
a not uncomely face to the river, and the rest of it is

hidden by the ugly buildings all round. The crime of

destroying Adelphi Terrace becomes more flagrant than

ever. Still, even beheld thus, the Savoy has a curiously

permanent air, and a story I was told seems appropriate.

During the last war a meeting was being held in the old

Board Room overlooking the river with the Directors

present and Mr. Rupert D'Oyly Carte in the Chair. A
bomb fell outside the Embankment entrance the blast of

which blew the curtains across the room. D'Oyly Carte

merely coughed and said after a pause:
'

Gentlemen, to continue.'

Could the Savoy wish for a more cogent motto than
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those three words casually uttered by Rupert D'Oyly
Carte ?

Today, the hotel is as much as it ever was a centre of

international life, and at the same time it is more than it

ever was a preservative of that comfortable London world
in which it was opened sixty-four years ago.
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN ROOM (formerly
the Mirror Room), the, 77, 38,

99

Adelphi Terrace, 39, 40, 135-

Air Ministry, 69
Air raids, 9^-99

Air-conditioning, 46, 92, 134
Alban (master chef), 124

Amanda, (Restaurant Manager), 123,

124
American Bar, the, 89

American Citizens Committee, the,

76
American Luncheon Club, the, 76

American Society of London, the,

76
Americans, catering for, 5-3-5-4, 75,

76-77, 99-100, 104.

Antony and Cleopatra, Mrs. Langtry s

production of, 74
Ashwell, Lena, 133

BAKERY, 126

Bannerman, Mrs. (Head of the

Florist Department), 121-122

Bateman, Hezekiah (grandfather of

Sir C. Mackenzie), 52

Bathrooms, innovation of, 42, 92

Beauclerk, Topham, 39

Beaufort Buildings, 27-28
Beds and bedding, making of, 119,

120

Beerbohm, Sir Max, 68

Belgian Relief Commission, the, 76

Bennett, Arnold, 64, 13*

Benson, E. F., 101

Bentley, Reginald, 127, 128

Berkeley Hotel, the, 64
Bernhardt, Sarah, 73

Bernsdorf, Albrecht von, 94
Black Prince, the, i

Blond (General Manager), 58

Boot, Mr., 128

Boothby, Sir Robert, 94

Boulter, Stanley, 1 1 1

Broadcasting, 90

Browning, Lieutenant-General Sir

Frederick, 1 1 1

Building and decorating depart-

ments, the, 120

Butler, Mrs. (Head Housekeeper),

119

CABARET, 9092
Cafe Parisien, the, 67, 68

Calvet, Jean, >$

Calvinists, German, Chapel of the,
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Caniglia, Maria, 130
Carlton Hotel, the, $j y 80

Caruso, Enrico, 74

Caviglioni, (Head of Night Recep-

tion), 132
'Cement concrete*, use of, 46

Chaliapin, Feodor, 74, 130

Chappell, T. B., 40

Charles, (Maitre d'H6tel), 123

Chaucer, Geoffrey, 1617
Chiappini, (3rd Head Waiter),

123

Churchill, Sir Winston, 76, 94, 96,

100, 117

Clarendon, Edward Hyde, Earl of,

27

Claridge's, ^8, 63, 64
Coal Hole, the, 69

Cocktails, 89

Coghlan, Charles, 74

Collard, Arthur, 118

Collet, Richard, no
Comedy Opera Company, Limited,

the, 30

Comedy Theatre, the, 3 1

Confession of Faith (1658), 19

Continuous service, 45, 133
Court Theatre, the, 3 1

Coward, Noel, 131

Cowing, (Night Porter), 133

Craddock, Harry, 89

Criterion Theatre, the, 3 1

Cuisses de lymphes a 1'Aurore, $j

Curzon, George Nathaniel, first

Marquis of, 77

DANCE-FLOOR, RISING, 91, 92

Dancing, 8991

De Grey, Earl (later second Marquis
of Ripon), 40

Delysia, Alice, 132

Desir<, (ist Wine Butler), 123

Dewar, first Baron, 67

Dining-rooms, private, 42
Dodo (Benson), 101

D'Oyly Carte, Bridget, 66, no,
in, 119, 120

D'Oyly Carte, Helen, 44-45-, no,
in

D'Oyly Carte, Richard, 29-64, 69,

110, nj, 133

D'Oyly Carte, Rupert, 66, 69, 92,

no, 119, 135-

Du Maurier, Daphne, in
Du Maurier, George, 44

ECHENARD (Maitre d'H6tel), 55, 56
Edward I, 15
Edward III, 16

Edward VII (as Prince ofWales), $$,

S&, 57

Eleanor, Queen, 9, 1,5-

Electric lighting, innovation of, 3 2-

33, 44, 92, 133; power-house,
*33-i35

Electricity Commissioners, 134
Elizabeth I, 19

Elizabeth, the Queen Mother, 69

Enquiry Office, 131
Escoffier (chef de cuisine), $5, S^~S7t

131

Evening dress, 129

FENWICK, R. B., 40
Festival of Britain, the, 69, 120, 134

Fielding, Henry, 27
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Florist Department, the, 121-122

Fordyce, Peter, 126127
Frohman, Charles, 7475"
Froissart (quoted), 16

Fuel oil, use of, 93

Furnishing departments, the, 119-

GAIETY THEATRE, THE, 32

Gaulle, General C. A. J. M. de, 117

Gaunt, John of, 15, 1617
Genoese Hall, the, 42, 52

George, E. C. L., 120121

George III, 22

George VI, 22, 69

Geraldo, 128

German Calvinists, Chapel of the, 21

Gibbons, Carroll, 90, 99, 128129
Gibbons, Dudley, ii

Gigli, Beniamino, 74, 130

Gilbert, Sir W. S., 29-31, 33~34,

40
Gilles, A. (General Manager), 116

Girlfrom Kaje's, The, 113

Goldsmith, Major Frank, 1 1 1

Gondoliers, The, 33

Granby, Marquis of (later eighth
Duke of Rutland), 40

Grand Duke, The, 38

Grossmith, George, 30

Gunn, Michael, 40, 110

HALIFAX, EDWARDWOOD, VISCOUNT

(later Earl of), 94

Hannay, John, no, 112

Hansen, John, 131132
Harris, Sir Augustus, 34

Haymarket Theatre, the, 3 i

Head porters, 1 3 1 1 3 2

Heath, Roy, 122

Henry III, 9, 10

Henry IV, 1 5-, 1 6

Henry VII, 18

Henry VIII, 41

Herbert, Sir Alan, 134
H.M.S. Pinafore, 30, 33

Hofflin, W. A., 116-118, 133

Holywell Street, 32, 41

Hoover, Herbert, 76

Hore, Walter, 113114
Hospital of St. John the Baptist, the,

18-19, 2 o> 22

Hotel Victoria, the, 42

Hyde, Anne, 27

Hydraulic lifts, 43

Imperial Palace (Bennett), 65-, 118,

132

Inglez, Roberto, 129

lolanthe, 33

Irving, Sir Henry, 2, 73

Irving, Washington, 89

Ivanhoe (Sullivan), 34

JACOBS, HOWARD, 128

James II (as Duke of York), 27

Jesuits, open schools in the Savoy,

1920
Joan of Arc (Barbier), 74

John of Gaunt, ir, 16-17

John of Valois (later John II of

France), 15- 1 6

Joseph (restaurateur), 58

Jowitt, Lady, 94

KESSLER, GEORGE, 73
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Kitchens, the,

Krupp, Gustav, 73

LANCASTER, DUCHY OF, Liberty of,

9> i$> i9 45
Lancaster, Edmund Crouchback, Earl

of,*ir

Lancaster, Henry, Earl of, 15-

Lancaster, John of Gaunt, Earl of, 1 ,

1617
Lancaster Ballroom, the, 43, 90, 117

Langtry, Lily, 74

Laplanche, Maitre (Head of Kit-

chens), 124125-

Lathom, E. Bootle-Wilbraham, first

Earl of, 40, no
Latry, Francois, 125-

Lawrence, Herbert, 1 141 1 s

Leatt, H. A. (Head Enquiry Clerk),

131

Leicester, Robert Dudley, Earl of,

19

Lifts, hydraulic, 43
Lincoln Room, the, 77, 98, 99

Lloyd-George of Dwyfory first Earl,

76

Luigi, 124
Lutheran Church^ the, 2 1

MACCHI, 'Pop', 124

Mackay, Percival, 128

Marc, 123

Marconi, Marchese, 90

Marini, A. D., 133
Marivaux Restaurant, Paris, the, 58

Marshall, Miss (Head of the Florist

Department), 121

Mary I, 19

Melba, Dame Nellie, $6 9 74, 131

Menge (General Manager), 5-8

Metropole Hotel, the, 91

Metropolitan Water Board, the, 69

Michon, (Reception Manager), 130

Mikado, The, 33
Mirror Room (now the Lincoln

Room), the, 43, 7677
Montfort, Simon de, 10

Music, as accompaniment to meals,

57

NORWICH, A. DUFF COOPER, VIS-

COUNT, 100 I 01

O'CONNOR, T. P., 77

Oehrli, (2nd Head Waiter), i 2 3

Oliphant, Colonel, 40

Op6ra Comique, the, 30-31, 32

Orleans, Due d', SS~S6

Other Club, the, 117

Overington, Mr., 134135"
Oxford and Asquith, Margot, Coun-

tess of, 1 01 1 02

PALACE THEATRE, THE, 34

Patience, 31, 33

Pavlova, Anna, 74, 131

Peary, Commander, 73
Peche Melba, S6~S7 I 3 I

Percy, Lord Henry, 17

Peter, Count of Savoy, 9-1

Pilgrims* Club, the, 73
Pinafore Room, the, 117, 128

Pirates of Penzance, The, 31

Porters, head, 131132
Pounds, Courtice, 33
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Prayer Book Conference (1661),

the, 19

Princess Ida y 33, 39
Princess's Theatre, the, 31, 74

Pruger (General Manager), 58

Pugh, Mrs. (Head Housekeeper),
118119

RALTON, BERT, 90

Rank, J. Arthur, 100

Reception Office, the, 130-131

Reeves-Smith, Sir George, 63-66,

69, 89> 9* 92, 9J, no, n6,
126, 127

Reeves-Smith, Harry, no
Rejane, Gabrielle, 74

Reynolds, Quentin, 100

Ritz, C6sar, S4~SS> 6-^8, 113,

116, 123
Ritz Hotel, the, 57
River Room, the, 99

Robertson, Howard, A.R.A., 93

Rosenfeld, Harry, 75-

Royal English Opera House, the, 34

Royalty Theatre, the, 29, 30, 31

Rudd, Miss Peggy (Head of the Fur-

nishing Departments) , 119-120

Ruddigore, 33

Rue, Larry, 100

ST. JAMES'S THEATRE, THE, 3 1

Salisbury, Alfred, 1 29

Salisbury House, 27
Santarelli (restaurateur), 123

Sassoon, Reuben, 40
Savile Club, the, 67

Savoy, Peter, Count of,

Savoy Chapel, the, 21, 22

Savoy Court, 28, 67, 70, 114-115-,

134

Savoy Grill, the, 67, 68, 93-94, 101,

124

Savoy Havana Band, the, 90

Savoy Hill, 41, 90, 134

Savoy Orpheans, the, 90, 128, 134

Savoy Palace, 1028, 31, 39, 93

Savoy Restaurant, the, 42, 52^8,
68, 70, 90, 91, 9, 97, 123-124,

129130
Savoy Sylvians, the, 128

Savoy Theatre, the, 3134, 93, no,
133

Sayer, W. L., 133-134
Scala Theatre, the, 3 1

Schwenter (Assistant Manager), 58

Scott, Sir Giles Gilbert, 1 3 1

Seggletz, Gustave, 5*8, 68

Serocold, Claud, in
Service, continuous, 45-, 133

Shaw, Bernard, 1 1 1

Simpson's-in-the-Strand, 67

Smirke, Sydney, 22

Smoking, 80

Snow, Fred, 131

Somers, Debroy, 90, 128

Sorcerer, The, 30

Sound-proofing, 45--46, 92

Spilling, Mr. (Comptroller of Sup-

plies), 126

Steam-heating, 92

Strand, the, 9, 41, 69

Strype, John (quoted), 2021

Suffragettes, 7980
Sullivan, Sir Arthur, 29-31, 33-34,

40, 6^, 1 10

Sullivan, Frederick, 29, 30
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Thackeray, W. M., 89
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Towle, Sir Francis, 91

Townsend, James, 112113
Toye, C. C., 118

Trial by Jury, 30, 52

Two Black Crows, the, 91

Tyler, Wat, 17

UPHOLDERS, WORSHIPFUL COM-
PANY OF, 2 I

Utopia Limited, 34

VALOIS, JOHN E>E (later John II of

France), 15- 16

Victor (Reception Manager), 130
Victoria, Queen, 22

WAITERS, 122124
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Weguelin, A. H., 40
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Wilkinson, Rev. John, 22

William III, 20
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Windows, sound-proof, 92; Vita

glass, 93

Windsor, Duke and Duchess of, 130
Winter Garden, the, 68, 73

Women, changed status of, 7980
Wontner, Arthur, in, 133
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Yeomen of the Guard, The, 33
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